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THE WHITE HOUSE
WASHINGTON

My fellow Americans,
On May 4, 2007, I issued the National Continuity Policy, an updated, integrated approach to
maintaining a comprehensive and effective continuity capability to ensure the preservation of our
constitutional form of government and the continuing performance of National Essential Func
tions under all conditions.
Ours is a Nation of laws, engaged in a war against terror. We recognize, and must prepare for,
the possibility of unforeseen events, natural disasters, and acts of terror. We must be prepared as
a Nation, as a Federal Government, and as individual citizens to preserve, protect, and defend our
way of life.
This National Continuity Policy Implementation Plan builds upon the National Continuity Policy
and provides guidance to executive departments and agencies on appropriately identifying and
carrying out their Primary Mission Essential Functions that support the eight National Essential
Functions—the most critical functions necessary to lead and sustain the Nation during a cata
strophic emergency. This Implementation Plan also seeks to ensure that our Nation’s efforts and
resources will be brought to bear in a coordinated manner through integrated Continuity of Op
erations and Continuity of Government programs interwoven into routine, daily government oper
ations. This Implementation Plan directs more than 75 critical actions, many of which have been
initiated already, to ensure the effectiveness and survivability of our national continuity capability
through any circumstance.
This Implementation Plan also articulates a recommitment of focus in the executive branch and
highlights the importance of our partnership with the other branches of the Federal Government,
other levels of government, and the private sector.
Working together, we will continue to prepare our Nation to confront the challenges of tomorrow.

GEORGE W. BUSH
THE WHITE HOUSE
AUGUST 2007
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National Essential Functions

1. Ensuring the continued functioning of our form of government under the Consti
tution, including the functioning of the three separate branches of government;
2. Providing leadership visible to the Nation and the world and maintaining the trust
and confidence of the American people;
3. Defending the Constitution of the United States against all enemies, foreign and
domestic, and preventing or interdicting attacks against the United States or its
people, property, or interests;
4. Maintaining and fostering effective relationships with foreign nations;
5. Protecting against threats to the homeland and bringing to justice perpetrators of
crimes or attacks against the United States or its people, property, or interests;
6. Providing rapid and effective response to and recovery from the domestic conse
quences of an attack or other incident;
7. Protecting and stabilizing the Nation’s economy and ensuring public confidence in
its financial systems; and
8. Providing for critical Federal Government services that address the national health,
safety, and welfare needs of the United States.
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Executive Summary

On May 4, 2007, the President issued the Na
tional Continuity Policy (“Policy”) in National
Security Presidential Directive-51/Homeland
Security Presidential Directive-20 (NSPD-51/
HSPD-20), which sets forth a new vision to
ensure the continuity of our government. The
President directed that:
“It is the policy of the United States to maintain a
comprehensive and effective continuity capabil
ity composed of Continuity of Operations and
Continuity of Government programs in order to
ensure the preservation of our form of govern
ment under the Constitution and the continuing
performance of National Essential Functions
under all conditions.”

In order to implement this Policy, government
and private sector leaders should understand
(1) the history, importance, and key compo
nents of our continuity program; (2) the impor
tance of our key partners and the necessity to
identify and ensure the continued execution of
our Nation’s Essential Functions; (3) the proce
dures to obtain metrics by which to measure
our Nation’s continuity capability and readi
ness; and (4) the coordination, communication,
and integration among the three branches of
the Federal Government, among all levels of
government, and between government entities
and the private sector.
This National Continuity Policy Implementation
Plan (“Plan”) was directed by the President to
be the means by which the Policy is translated
into action and is intended to be a compre
hensive and integrated list of directives for the
Federal executive branch in order to ensure the
effectiveness and survivability of our national
continuity capability. It is also an educational
primer for those unfamiliar with continuity.
While each chapter can be read independently
for readers interested in a particular compo
nent of continuity, the entire Plan represents
a comprehensive source for current continuity
resources and direction.

Regardless of what it is called, continuity plan
ning is simply the good business practice of
ensuring the execution of essential functions
through all circumstances, and it is a funda
mental responsibility of public and private enti
ties responsible to their stakeholders.
While some of the details relating to the execu
tion of particular Federal Government conti
nuity programs are classified, the unclassified
Policy makes clear that continuity planning for
execution of Federal executive branch Essential
Functions must be integrated into daily opera
tions, functions, plans, and mission areas.
Therefore this Plan directs that continuity
planning occur simultaneously with the de
velopment of Federal department and agency
programs. This means that organizations must
incorporate redundancy and resiliency as a
means and an end. This Plan provides the
guidance and direction necessary to achieve
that result and identifies how the Federal ex
ecutive branch will utilize thorough preparation
and a continuous Continuity Program Manage
ment Cycle to analyze and execute programs,
policies, and procedures to ensure continuity.

Chapter 1 – Background and Overview
In order to understand the new Policy, a conti
nuity foundation must be laid that describes the
history of Federal executive branch continuity
programs and articulates the President’s direc
tion that the executive branch reorient itself
and utilize an integrated, overlapping national
continuity concept. This new continuity vi
sion will significantly enhance our prepared
ness and ability to ensure the preservation of
government and the continuation of essential
functions. This chapter articulates goals and
objectives and a continuity concept of op
erations to fulfill the President’s vision. The
continuous performance of essential functions
must be supported with the right people, the
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right resources, and the right planning. An
organization’s continuity capability—its ability
to perform its essential functions continuous
ly—rests upon key components or pillars built
from the foundation of continuity planning and
continuity program management. Upon this
foundation four key continuity pillars must be
built that represent the following:
• Leadership;
• Staff;
• Communications; and
• Facilities.
All of those elements are important during nor
mal operating status and become critical dur
ing times of crisis. Because an organization’s
resiliency is directly related to its continuity
capability, all organizations can improve their
capability by developing a continuity concept
of operations, which is further described in the
chapter.

Chapter 2 – National Priorities
The goal of continuity in the executive branch
is the continuation of National Essential Func
tions (NEFs), which are the critical responsibili
ties of the Federal Government to lead and sus
tain the Nation. The NEFs serve as the primary
focus of Federal Government leadership during
and in the aftermath of an emergency. In order
to meet that goal, the objective for executive
branch departments and agencies is to identify
their respective Mission Essential Functions
(MEFs) and Primary Mission Essential Functions
(PMEFs) and ensure that those functions can be
continued. The Federal Government’s ability to
successfully execute its NEFs successfully at all
times, and especially during a crisis, is not an
independent capability. The Federal Govern
ment relies upon key partners at all levels of
government and in the private sector.
This Plan details a process for departments and
agencies to identify their MEFs and PMEFs and
ensure that they can be continued throughout,
or resumed rapidly after, a disruption of normal
activities. It further defines the roles, functions,
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and action items of the Nation’s senior continu
ity officials, including the following:
• The National Continuity Coordinator
(NCC) is responsible for coordinating,
without exercising directive authority, the
development and implementation of conti
nuity policy for executive departments and
agencies;
• The Secretary of Homeland Security serves
as the President’s lead agent for coordinat
ing continuity operations and activities; and
• Continuity Coordinators at each executive
department and agency are senior account
able officials at the Assistant Secretary (or
equivalent) level responsible to work with
their department or agency head to en
sure effectiveness and survivability of the
organization’s continuity capability.

Chapter 3 – Continuity Readiness Procedures
and Metrics
The government’s ability to execute all of its
continuity programs depends on a standardized
but flexible set of operating procedures, re
sources to meet requirements, and performance
measures to assess capabilities, recommend
changes, and make improvements. This chap
ter articulates continuity readiness procedures
and provides continuity metrics and require
ments for executive departments and agencies
to adopt. Some specific requirements include
the following:
• A standardized Continuity Program Man
agement Cycle to ensure consistency
across continuity plans, establish consistent
performance metrics, prioritize implemen
tation plans, promulgate best practices, and
facilitate consistent cross-agency continuity
evaluations;
• A reporting requirement that department
and agency heads certify their continuity
capability to the NCC;
• A requirement that funding requests for
continuity programs based on continuity
requirements be included and prioritized
appropriately within agency budget re
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quests submitted to the Office of Manage
ment and Budget (OMB);
• Regular assessments of continuity capabili
ties by DHS, which will be submitted to the
NCC; and
• Monitoring by the Director of OMB of the
progress in the execution of this Plan and
reconciliation of prioritized funding re
quests with performance data and assess
ments.

Chapter 4 – Coordination, Communication, and
Integration
The continuation of our constitutional form of
government, the National Essential Functions,
and support to the public in a catastrophic
emergency are critically dependent on the ef
fective functioning of all three branches of the
Federal Government (legislative, executive, and
judicial); the State, local, territorial, and tribal
government structures; and key private sector
entities. The identification of government and
key private sector roles and the integration of
their capabilities are vital to the Federal Gov
ernment’s overall continuity capability. This
chapter discusses the coordination, communica
tion, and integration necessary across all levels
of government and with private sector criti
cal infrastructure owners and operators. The
chapter contains the following three sections
addressing coordination, communication, and
integration:
• Among the three branches of the Federal
Government;
• Among Federal, State, local, territorial, and
tribal governments; and
• Between private sector critical infrastructure
owners and operators and the government.

• By continuing the performance of essential
functions through a catastrophic emer
gency, the State, local, territorial, and tribal
governments support the ability of the
Federal Government to perform NEFs, con
tinue functioning within its constitutional
form of government, and ensure that es
sential services are provided to the Nation’s
citizens; and
• Private Sector Critical Infrastructure Owners
and Operators have a unique and invalu
able role in ensuring the performance of
essential functions during a catastrophic
emergency.
Because the integration and coordination dis
cussed in Chapter 4 is so vital, the Plan directs
Federal executive departments and agencies to
assist and coordinate with these key partners
where appropriate. Additionally, the chapter
explains how the President’s continuity vision
found in the Policy is made relevant to key
partners and suggests implementation measures
that should be taken to ensure that services are
continued, law and order is maintained, and
the principles of our Constitution survive.

Appendix
Included with the Plan are eight appended
documents that provide additional reference
material, timelines for implementation, and
other information that will help continuity plan
ners develop department and agency continuity
plans.

The chapter recognizes the following key ele
ments of interoperability:
• A cooperative effort among the legislative,
executive, and judicial branches of the
Federal Government is essential to preserve
the constitutional framework under which
the Nation is governed;
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National Continuity Policy Implementation Plan
Overarching Goals:
(1) To educate readers on the National Continuity Policy and the basic concepts of our
continuity capability to ensure the preservation of our form of government under
the Constitution and the continuing performance of National Essential Functions
under all conditions;
(2) To develop a comprehensive and integrated list of assignments for the Federal
executive branch; and
(3) To provide a comprehensive source for current continuity resources and direction.

Goals and
Objectives:

• Goal #1 – To understand the transformation of continuity.
o Objective 1A – To understand the history of continuity and the President’s
vision.
o Objective 1B – To understand our Nation’s continuity concept of
operations and key considerations.
o Objective 1C – To understand continuity roles and responsibilities.
• Goal #2 – To establish and ensure continuity of national priorities.
o Objective 2A – To identify continuity partners and functions.
o Objective 2B – To identify Mission Essential Functions.
o Objective 2C – To identify Primary Mission Essential Functions.
o Objective 2D – To establish roles, responsibilities, and actions for the
Nation’s senior continuity officials.
• Goal #3 – To ensure continuity readiness procedures and metrics.
o Objective 3A – To establish a Continuity Program Management Cycle.
o Objective 3B – To establish continuity requirements and metrics.
o Objective 3C – To establish roles, responsibilities, and actions for
continuity officials.
• Goal #4 – To promote interoperability.
o Objective 4A – To promote interoperability among the branches of the
Federal Government.
o Objective 4B – To promote interoperability among Federal, State, local,
territorial, and tribal governments.
o Objective 4C – To promote interoperability between the private sector
critical infrastructure owners and operators and the government.
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Background and Overview

GOAL #1

To understand the
transformation of continuity.

National Continuity Policy: It is the policy of
the United States to maintain a comprehensive
and effective continuity capability composed of
Continuity of Operations and Continuity of Gov
ernment programs in order to ensure the pres
ervation of our form of government under the
Constitution and the continuing performance of
National Essential Functions under all conditions.
National Security Presidential Directive-51/Homeland
– Security Presidential Directive-20 (NSPD-51/HSPD-20) of
May 4, 2007

OBJECTIVE 1A – To understand the
history of continuity and the
President’s vision.
INTRODUCTION
The National Continuity Policy (“Policy”) of
the United States is designed to ensure an unin
terrupted succession of our constitutional form
of government in the face of any hazard, recog
nizing that catastrophic incidents could pose a
threat to our citizens and our way of life. The
importance of continuity at the national level is
embodied in our responsibility to preserve our
constitutional form of government. The Consti
tution is the bedrock of our system of laws and
individual rights and provides the basis for gov
ernance and leadership. The protection and
continuance of our form of government is also
critical to government systems at the State and
local levels. The services provided by govern
ments at all levels and the private sector affect
the everyday lives of citizens and customers.
Many of those services are essential, particu
larly in the areas of law and order, health, and
daily sustenance. Thus, our constitutional form
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of government embodies governance at the
highest level down to the rights, privileges, and
services provided to individual citizens.
The Policy takes an all-hazards approach,
emphasizing a comprehensive planning effort
designed to accomplish the following: provide
the capability to have continuity of leadership
visible to the Nation and the world; defend the
Nation against all enemies, foreign and domes
tic; maintain and foster relationships with other
nations; protect against threats to the home
land; ensure the Nation’s readiness to respond
rapidly and effectively to the consequences of
an attack or other incident; protect the Nation’s
economy and ensure public confidence in its
financial systems; and provide critical Federal
Government services that address the national
health, safety, and welfare needs of the United
States.
This chapter provides an understanding of the
concept of continuity, its importance to our
Nation’s security and well-being, the compo
nents of a viable continuity program, and the
responsibilities of key officials in the planning
and execution of our continuity capability.
The concept of continuity for the Federal
Government is not a new one. From the very
beginning, the Federal Government has needed
to plan for worst case scenarios to ensure that
our form of government continues. In 1783
Congress faced several hundred members of
the militia who surrounded Independence Hall
in Philadelphia demanding back pay that they
were owed and threatening our fragile preConstitution Nation. Ten years later, Congress
had an opportunity to address another threat
when Federal workers relocated away from the
Nation’s capital in Philadelphia as a result of
the 1793 Yellow Fever epidemic and continued
government business.
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During the Cold War, the threat of nuclear at
tack from the Soviet Union prompted the estab
lishment of programs and related facilities that
would ensure the continuation of government
functions. In the post-Cold War era, continu
ity planning began to recognize the danger of
natural hazards and the terrorist threat to the
continuation of government functions. In 1995,
an Executive Office of the President memoran
dum advised Federal executive branch conti
nuity planners to expand planning parameters
to include natural disasters and terrorism, in
addition to the continued nuclear threat. In
1998, Presidential Decision Directive-67 (PDD
67) (“Enduring Constitutional Government and
Continuity of Government Operations”) reaf
firmed an all-hazards approach to continuity
(i.e., preparation for all scenarios) and called
for “continuity of operations” (defined below)
to be the foundation of Federal Government
continuity programs. PDD-67 emphasized the
responsibility of executive branch departments
and agencies to perform essential government
functions under all conditions. The all-hazards
approach and importance of performing essen
tial functions continues today.
Historically the Federal Government has
defined continuity efforts using the terms
“COOP”, “COG”, and “ECG” (see Box 1 below).
“COOP,” or Continuity of Operations, is an
effort within individual organizations (e.g.,
Federal executive branch departments and
agencies) to ensure that Mission Essential
Functions continue to be performed during
a wide range of emergencies, including
localized acts of nature, accidents, and tech
nological or attack-related emergencies;
“COG,” or Continuity of Government, means
a coordinated effort within each branch of
government (e.g., the Federal Government’s
executive branch) to ensure that National
Essential Functions continue to be performed
during a catastrophic emergency; and
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“ECG,” or Enduring Constitutional Govern
ment, means a cooperative effort among the
legislative, executive, and judicial branches
of the Federal Government, coordinated by
the President, as a matter of comity with
respect to the legislative and judicial branch
es and with proper respect for the consti
tutional separation of powers among the
branches, to preserve the constitutional
framework under which the Nation is gov
erned and the capability of all three branch
es of government to execute constitutional
responsibilities and provide for orderly suc
cession, appropriate transition of leadership,
interoperability, and support of the National
Essential Functions during a catastrophic
emergency.
– Note: These are operational definitions
provided to facilitate a better understanding.
Box 1
In the past, COOP, COG, and ECG plans and
programs were separate, compartmented ac
tivities. However, the lessons we now have
from such catastrophic events as the attacks
of September 11, 2001, and Hurricane Katrina
in 2005, demonstrate the need to reemphasize
continuity as a “good business practice” to be
incorporated into day-to-day planning in order
to reduce vulnerability and ensure continuity.
The old organizational framework has changed.
Pursuant to NSPD-51/HSPD-20, and with this
National Continuity Policy Implementation
Plan, the President directs the executive branch
to reorient itself and to utilize an integrated,
overlapping national continuity concept in
order to ensure the preservation of our govern
ment and the continuing performance of essen
tial functions. (See Figure 1.)

Chapter  - Background and Overview
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Figure 1
Continuity responsibility and planning is no
longer a separate, compartmented function of
an independent cell of a few planners in each
government department and agency. In recent
years, some departments and agencies have
begun to integrate continuity planning into all
aspects of their organization’s mission, moving
it from the “other duties as assigned” category
to a function integrated across all groups
within an organization and creating a culture of
continuity. This Implementation Plan directs
that continuity planning occur simultaneously
as functions are developed and executed. This
concept is reinforced by the directive in NSPD
51/HSPD-20 that each Federal executive branch
department and agency head shall “appoint
a senior accountable official, at the Assistant
Secretary level, as the Continuity Coordinator
for the department or agency.” (The responsi
bilities for that official are described further in
Chapter 2.)
While the Federal Government has invested
significant resources to ensure the continuity of
government operations during scenarios rang
ing from utility failures and natural disasters to
nuclear, chemical, and/or biological attacks, it
is critical to remember that most of the Fed
eral Government’s National Essential Functions
(NEFs) prescribed in NSPD-51/HSPD-20 cannot
be performed without the robust involvement
of non-Federal Governments and the private
sector. Some of those functions include pub
lic health, law enforcement, the administration
of justice, economic stability, and response to
natural and manmade disasters. While both
large and small private sector companies have
long understood the need for continuity plan
ning and implementation, especially for finan
cial reasons, government organizations have

also had some continuity success stories. (See
Box 2 below for examples of events in August
2005 surrounding Hurricane Katrina, one of
the deadliest and costliest hurricanes ever to hit
the U.S.)
• National Finance Center – Planning for
continuity of operations enabled the
National Finance Center (NFC) in New
Orleans to pay more than half a million
Federal workers on time while Hurricane
Katrina was bearing down. NFC then
made subsequent payrolls—its largest
ever— without any delays. According to
officials, NFC had gone through various
diverse scenarios in disaster recovery
planning and exercises as part of its pre
paredness for just such an event. There
was a structured timeline for reviewing
the continuity of operations plan every
year, beginning with continuity of opera
tions plan requirements and business
impact analysis at the unit level. A NFC
official said that key NFC staff members
worked the weekend before landfall at
the New Orleans facility to complete
payroll processing for federal employ
ees, and then shut down operations and
deployed to backup locations before the
hurricane hit New Orleans. NFC backup
data was trucked out of the New Orleans
facility. When Hurricane Katrina made
landfall in Louisiana NFC had already
sent an advance deployment team to its
backup sites in Philadelphia, Pennsyl
vania, and Texas. That same night, the
trucks arrived at an alternate processing
facility outside Philadelphia. The backup
tapes also enabled the New Orleans NFC
staff to restore many operations within 2
days of the devastation. Within a 50
hour period, NFC had the data center re
covered and began catch-up processing
to bring applications up to current state.

National Continuity Policy Implementation Plan
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• U. S. Coast Guard – The Coast Guard
was able to mitigate some of the com
munication shortfalls it experienced, in
part because of its planning assumption
that “communications systems could
be heavily damaged or destroyed” dur
ing a natural disaster. This assumption
prompted Coast Guard officials to build
into their contingency plans approaches
that were not reliant on communication
systems and that allowed personnel to
act independently or with limited guid
ance from commanding officers. As a
result of the contingency plan, personnel
in charge of the assets knew their mis
sion prior to the storm and did not need
to communicate any further with district
command to fulfill their operation. In
addition, as planned, the Coast Guard
pre-placed communication equipment
before the storm. Members of the Coast
Guard Auxiliary were notified prior to the
hurricane’s landfall and provided com
munication capabilities after the storm
passed, which according to Coast Guard
officials, was critical to conducting search
and rescue operations.
• Social Security Administration – The
Social Security Administration had en
hanced planning and pre-established
procedures in place to provide immedi
ate emergency payments to the signifi
cant number of beneficiaries who evacu
ated and did not receive their monthly
checks. With these procedures in place,
the Social Security Administration had the
capability to deploy staff and equipment
from its 1,300 offices across the nation to
address the increased workload.
– Source: GAO Report GAO-06-618 (September 2006)
- Catastrophic Disasters: Enhanced Leadership, Capabilities,
and Accountability Controls Will Improve the Effectiveness of
the Nation’s Preparedness, Response, and Recovery System

Box 2
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OBJECTIVE 1B – To understand our
Nation’s continuity concept of
operations and key considerations.
KEY CONSIDERATIONS AND CONCEPT
OF OPERATIONS
The continuous performance of essential
functions must be guaranteed with the right
people, the right resources, and the right plan
ning. Continuity cannot be an afterthought for
organizations as they strive to perform essential
functions.
Unfortunately, there are a myriad of natural
hazards, manmade threats, and acts of war that
are capable of interrupting the functions of
government and private sector organizations.
Some of these threats are more predictable
than others. Hurricanes (e.g., Andrew, Hugo,
and Katrina), ice storms, flooding, tornadoes,
and pandemic outbreaks may or may not allow
for a warning time prior to their arrival. Other
hazards, such as earthquakes, accidents, sabo
tage, and terrorism, which are not as predict
able, may occur suddenly and with little or no
warning. We also continue to face the threat of
a strategic nuclear attack, a chemical or biologi
cal attack, and “dirty bomb” radiological devic
es. All of those threats are real and dangerous,
and they could adversely affect the ability of
government at all levels and the private sector
to provide essential functions and services to
our citizens. Thus, we have a critical and on
going need to ensure the effectiveness of our
continuity capability through planning, opera
tions, tests, training, and exercises.
Executive departments and agencies will incor
porate the following key continuity concepts
in developing specific operational procedures
to ensure a robust continuity capability: an
understanding of essential functions; consider
ation of risk management; clear lines of au
thority; necessary communications capability;
adequate facilities; ample security; thoughtful

Chapter  - Background and Overview

• Primary Mission Essential Functions
(PMEFs) – A subset of department and
agency MEFs that directly support the
NEFs.
• National Essential Functions (NEFs) – The
eight functions the President and national
leadership will focus on to lead and sustain
the Nation during a catastrophic emer
gency.

CONTINUITY CAPABILITY

Performance of ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS
Communications

• Mission Essential Functions (MEFs) – The
limited set of department and agency-level
government functions that must be contin
ued after a disruption of normal activities.

Facilities

The Federal executive branch prioritizes the fol
lowing three categories of essential functions,
which are further described in Chapter 2:

An organization’s continuity capability—its abil
ity to perform its essential functions continu
ously—rests upon key components or pillars,
which are in turn built on the foundation of
continuity planning and continuity program
management. Those key pillars are Leader
ship, Staff, Communications, and Facilities (see
Figure 2 below). They are important during
normal operating status, and they are critical
during times of crisis, especially when an orga
nization is functioning with limited information
or resources. An organization’s resiliency is
directly related to its continuity capability.

Staff

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS

KEY COMPONENTS

Leadership

preparedness; and integration with incident
management (as required). The consideration,
preparation, and execution of those elements
are fundamental for a successful concept of
operations for continuity.

CONTINUITY PLANNI NG & PROG RAM MANAGEMENT
The Federal executive branch recognizes that
the entire spectrum of essential functions might
not be performed or needed in the immediate
aftermath of an emergency. Indeed, in a crisis,
resources may be scarce. Allocating resources
based on sound planning helps to ensure that
the delivery of essential services will remain
uninterrupted across a wide range of potential
emergencies and provides a mechanism for
the resumption of all functions as resources
become available. Directly linking PMEFs to a
NEF requires the Federal executive departments
and agencies to identify the most critical func
tions that must continue through an emergency
and the planning required to perform those
functions. This model serves as a template for
other government organizations and for private
sector entities.

Figure 2
A resilient continuity capability includes
the following concepts:
“Continuity Capability” is the ability of
an organization to continue performance
of essential functions, utilizing Continuity
of Operations and Continuity of Govern
ment programs and integrated, day-to-day
operations with a primary goal of ensuring
the preservation of our form of govern
ment under the Constitution and the con
tinuing performance of National Essential
Functions under all conditions. Built from
the foundation of continuity planning and
continuity program management, the key
pillars of continuity capability are Leader
ship, Staff, Communications, and Facilities.

National Continuity Policy Implementation Plan
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“Essential Functions” are the critical activities
that are performed by organizations.
“Leadership” comprises the senior decisionmakers designated to head an organization
(e.g., President, Cabinet Secretary, Gover
nor, Chief Executive Officer, or manager).
Ensuring survivable leadership is accom
plished by physically protecting the person
(sheltering in place or relocating away from
the threat), as well as having a prioritized
list of designated successors. The designa
tion as a successor enables a person to act
for and exercise the powers of the principal
in the event of death, incapacity, or resigna
tion.
“Staff” comprises those personnel that pro
vide the leadership advice, recommenda
tions, and the functional support necessary
to continue essential operations.
“Communications” are voice, video, and
data capabilities that enable leadership and
staff to conduct Essential Functions. Robust
communications help ensure that leadership
receives coordinated, integrated policy and
operational recommendations and enable
coordination with Federal executive branch
departments and agencies; State, local,
territorial, and tribal governments; and the
private sector as necessary to perform Es
sential Functions.
“Facilities” represent locations where lead
ership and staffs may operate. Leadership
and staff may be co-located in one facility
or dispersed through many locations, con
nected virtually through communications
systems. Facilities must be able to provide
survivable protection and enable continued,
endurable operations.
“Planning,” the first step in a robust Pro
gram Management Cycle, includes pre-iden
tifying the right people, places, budgeting,
resources, tasks, and procedures required to
fulfill Essential Functions.
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“Program Management” is the continuous
cycle of planning, training, evaluating, and
implementing corrective actions. (This is
further discussed in Chapter 3.)
Note: These operational definitions are provided to facilitate
a better understanding of Figure 2.

Box 3
Before and during an emergency situation that
triggers a continuity plan, leaders and staff
must be prepared to allocate scarce resources.
Organizations must identify the people, com
munications, facilities, infrastructure, transporta
tion, and funding needed to support continuity
programs. Those programs must be integrated
into the budget process at all levels.
Pillars 1 and 2: People – Leadership and Staff
People are the heart and soul of any organi
zation and the most valuable resource it has.
Choosing the right people for an organization’s
staff is always important, and this is especially
true in a crisis situation. Leaders are needed to
set priorities and keep focus.
Continuity of leadership is critical to ensure
continuity of essential functions. Organiza
tions must provide for a clear line of succession
in the absence of existing leadership and the
necessary delegations of authority to ensure
that succeeding leadership has the legal au
thorities to carry out their duties. Continuity of
leadership during crisis, especially in the case
of senior positions like the President and heads
of departments and agencies, is important to
reassure the Nation and give confidence to our
citizens that the principal or appropriate suc
cessor is managing whatever crisis the Nation
faces and ensuring the performance of our
National Essential Functions.
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For the Presidency, the Constitution and statute establish the Order of Presidential
Succession for officials who meet the constitutional requirements as follows:
The Vice President
Secretary of Commerce
Speaker of the House
Secretary of Labor
President Pro Tempore of the Senate Secretary of Health and Human Services
Secretary of State
Secretary of Housing and Urban Development
Secretary of the Treasury
Secretary of Transportation
Secretary of Defense
Secretary of Energy
Attorney General
Secretary of Education
Secretary of the Interior
Secretary of Veterans Affairs
Secretary of Agriculture
Secretary of Homeland Security
Box 4
Leaders and staff must be sufficiently trained to
be able to perform their duties in a continuity
environment (i.e., one in which an organiza
tion is faced with an interruption of normal
operations for a potentially protracted period
of time). In order to ensure that required skill
sets are available, personnel should be both
cross-trained and “vertically” trained to be able
to perform the functions of their peers and
the person above and below them in an emer
gency.
Pillar 3: Communications and Technology
The capability to communicate is critical to
daily operations and absolutely essential in
a crisis. The Nation’s domestic and interna
tional telecommunications resources, including
commercial, private, and government-owned
services and facilities, are essential to support
national continuity policy. Under NSPD-51/
HSPD-20, all organizations must identify the
communication requirements needed to per
form their PMEFs during both routine and con
tinuity conditions. Communication systems and
technology must be interoperable, robust, and
reliable. Planners must consider the resilience
of their systems to operate in disaster scenarios
that may include power and other infrastructure
problems.
Organizations must use technology to perform
MEFs as an intrinsic part of daily operations,
utilizing voice, data, and video solutions as

appropriate. Communications and business
systems, including hardware and software for
continuity operations, should mirror those used
in day-to-day business to assist continuity lead
ership and staff in a seamless transition to crisis
operations.
Pillar 4: Facilities
Facilities are the locations where Essential
Functions are performed by leadership and
staff. Organizations should have adequate,
separate locations to ensure execution of their
functions. Physical dispersion should allow for
easy transfer of function responsibility in the
event of a problem in one location.
Daily operating facilities must be evaluated for
“hardness” (i.e., the ability to withstand natu
ral disasters and utility failures and to protect
people who need to shelter-in-place). While
the hardness of daily operating facilities is
a key consideration, alternate facilities must
also be identified for the relocation of a lim
ited number of key leaders and staff. Those
facilities should replicate essential capabilities
by providing systems and configurations that
are used in daily activities. Additionally, it is
financially prudent to structure and configure
alternate facilities such that daily activities can
be replaced or augmented with those required
during an emergency (often referred to as dualuse facilities).

National Continuity Policy Implementation Plan
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Foundation: Continuity Planning and Program
Management
While an organization needs leaders, staff,
communications, and facilities to perform its
Essential Functions, it also needs well thought
out and detailed plans for what to do with
those key resources. Planning must include
thinking through all of the requirements and
procedures needed to perform Essential Func
tions and establishing contingency plans in
the event that key resources are not available.
Other planning components include budgeting,
developing operational plans, and identifying
clear goals and priorities.
Chapter 2 of this Plan discusses national priori
ties and the planning required for Executive
Branch MEFs and PMEFs, including information
about conducting a Business Process Analysis
and a Business Impact Analysis.
Chapter 3 of this Plan discusses planning as
the first step in a robust Continuity Program
Management Cycle and details the rest of the
continuous process to test, evaluate, and make
corrective actions to continuity plans.
In addition to the planning elements listed
above, continuity planning requirements also
include consideration of risk management, geo
graphic dispersion, security, preparedness, and
integration of continuity and incident manage
ment.
• Risk Management
Risk management is the process to identify,
control, and minimize the impact of uncertain
events. While there are many well-document
ed methodologies for risk management—some
are referred to as risk analysis—most require
an assessment and understanding of three basic
concepts:
o The consequences of not protecting
valuable assets (e.g., people, informa
tion, and facilities) and/or not performing essential functions;
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o The threat environment (as it relates
to a particular business or concern);
and,
o The level of vulnerability(ies) to the
relevant threats.
When reviewing an organization’s risks and
risk management programs, additional fac
tors such as probability, mission priorities,
and impact assessments must be considered.
Further, cost may also be a factor as informed
decisions about acceptable and unacceptable
levels of risk will ultimately drive the expen
diture of resources (i.e., money, people, and
time) to mitigate risk. Risk will never be fully
mitigated, and no organization could afford to
counter every threat to its mission. Intelligent
analysis of where and when to focus resources
and/or apply funding and other assets is criti
cal for successful continuity planning.
A threat assessment for continuity integrates a
historical review of past events that have af
fected normal operations (e.g., natural disas
ters; disruption of communication, power, and
other utilities; and threats to public safety) with
a dynamic analysis of other potential forms and
likelihood of threats, such as acts of terrorism
(both from foreign and domestic actors) and
war.
Appropriate planning and investment to ensure
survival from natural disasters and deliberate
attack must go beyond classical risk analysis
of “severity times probability.” As an integral
part of risk management, an organization’s
leaders must think beyond the internal effects
of their inability to perform Mission Essential
Functions. Department and agency heads and
staff at all levels must consider the interdepen
dencies between and among departments and
agencies that share critical roles in the delivery
of NEF capabilities.
• Geographic Dispersion
Incorporating geographic dispersal in an orga
nization’s normal daily operations, as appropri
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ate, can significantly enhance the organization’s
resilience and reduce the risk of losing the
capability to perform essential functions. While
some leadership and staff want to be located
“close to the flagpole” (i.e., headquarters), or
ganizations should appropriately disperse staff
elements and functions away from the main
headquarters building on a routine operating
basis to enhance the survival of key personnel
and functions. With the continuing improve
ments in desktop teleconferencing and collab
orative tools, the ability to conduct daily busi
ness from geographically dispersed locations
is growing more commonplace and, if done
routinely, will serve as a model for dispersed
operations in the event of an emergency. Geo
graphic dispersion of leadership, data storage,
personnel, and other capabilities may be es
sential to the performance of MEFs following a
catastrophic event.
The US Department of Health and Human
Services, which pays for about 40 percent of
the Nation’s healthcare, established multiple
nodes of payment processing centers which
were geographically dispersed to ensure un
interrupted capability. Each node maintains
the capability to assume the responsibilities
of the other payment centers.
Box 5
• Security
Security is a key element to any continuity
program to protect plans, personnel, facilities,
and capabilities to prevent adversaries from
interdicting your continuity plans and opera
tions. In order to ensure the safety and success
of continuity operations, an effective security
strategy must address personnel, physical, and
information security. Organizations must adopt
appropriate security measures to protect infor
mation and capabilities while ensuring aware
ness of plans and procedures by leadership
and staff to enable them to effectively function
in an emergency.

Another key component of our homeland secu
rity is securing cyberspace. This is an ongoing,
complex challenge that requires a coordinated
and focused effort from the Federal Govern
ment, State and local governments, the private
sector, and the American people. As identified
by The National Strategy to Secure Cyberspace,
our Nation’s critical infrastructures consist of
the physical and cyber assets of public and
private institutions in several sectors: agricul
ture; food; water; public health; emergency
services; government; defense industrial base;
information and telecommunications; energy;
transportation; banking and finance; chemi
cals and hazardous materials; and postal and
shipping. Cyberspace is the nervous system of
these infrastructures—the control system of our
country. Cyberspace consists of hundreds of
thousands of interconnected computers, serv
ers, routers, switches, and fiber optic cables
that make our critical infrastructures work.
Thus, the healthy functioning of cyberspace
is essential to our economy and our national
security.
• Readiness and Preparedness
Readiness is the ability of an organization to
respond to an incident. While readiness is a
function of planning and training, it is ultimate
ly the responsibility of leadership to ensure an
organization—through normal procedures or
with a continuity plan—can perform before,
during, and after an incident.
For the Federal executive branch, the Con
tinuity of Government Readiness Conditions
(COGCON) system establishes readiness levels
in order to provide a flexible and coordinated
response to escalating threat levels or actual
emergencies, focusing on possible threats to
the National Capital Region. The COGCON
system is a means to establish, measure, and
report the readiness of executive branch con
tinuity programs independent of other Federal
Government readiness systems.
Four COGCON levels provide for an incremen
tal increase in and deployment of people and
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resources to enhance staffing, survivability, re
sponsiveness, and availability of assets for im
mediate support to leadership. The designated
COGCON level is based on the current threat
and/or risk to the Federal Government.
o COGCON 4 is the day-to-day readi
ness level with Federal executive
branch government employees at
their normal work locations.
o COGCON 3 requires Federal executive branch departments and agencies to “warm up” their alternate sites
and capabilities, which includes test
ing communications and IT systems
and ensuring alternate facilities are
prepared to receive continuity staffs.
o COGCON 2 calls for a deployment
of up to 50-75% of continuity staffs to
relocate from their normal work
sites to alternate locations, establish
their ability to conduct operations,
and prepare to perform their organi
zation’s essential functions in the
event of a catastrophic emergency.
o COGCON 1 calls for a full deploy
ment of designated leadership and
continuity staffs to perform the
organization’s essential functions
from alternate facilities either as a
result of, or in preparation for, a cata
strophic emergency.
The President or his designee determines and
issues the COGCON level. The Federal Emer
gency Management Agency (FEMA) Operations
Center (FOC) makes the appropriate notifica
tions to executive branch departments and
agencies, which shall comply with the require
ments and assigned responsibilities document
ed in the COGCON system. While COGCON
is an independent system, it is influenced by
other alert systems such as the Department
of Defense’s (DOD) Defense Readiness Con
ditions (DEFCON), DOD’s Force Protection
Conditions (FPCON), and the Department of
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Homeland Security’s (DHS) Homeland Security
Advisory System (HSAS). (Appendix D in
cludes a matrix with the various requirements
and stages of COGCON for departments and
agencies.)
Organizations may consider creating a “conti
nuity readiness posture” similar to the execu
tive branch’s COGCON system.
While COGCON establishes the executive
branch readiness levels, DHS uses several
separate tools to enhance readiness and drive
preparedness actions for the general public.
The HSAS provides guidance to the public
on the status of our homeland security. This
System combines threat information with
vulnerability assessments and communicates
this information to public safety officials and
the general public. Updates can be found at
the Department website at www.dhs.gov. The
HSAS includes the following components:
o Homeland Security Threat Advisories
contain actionable information about
an incident involving, or a threat tar
geting, critical national networks
or infrastructures or key assets. They
could, for example, relay newly de
veloped procedures that, when imple
mented, would significantly improve
security or protection. They could
also suggest a change in readiness
posture, protective actions, or re
sponse. This category includes products formerly named alerts, advisories,
and sector notifications. Advisories
are targeted to Federal, State, and lo
cal governments, private sector organizations, and international partners
o Homeland Security Information Bul
letins communicate information of
interest to the Nation’s critical in
frastructures that do not meet the
timeliness, specificity, or significance
thresholds of Threat Advisories. Such
information may include statistical
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reports, periodic summaries, incident
response or reporting guidelines, com
mon vulnerabilities and patches, and
configuration standards or tools. It
also may include preliminary requests
for information. Bulletins are targeted
to Federal, State, and local govern
ments, private sector organizations,
and international partners.
o The Threat Level System is used to
communicate with public safety of
ficials and the public at-large through
a threat-based, color-coded system so
that protective measures can be
implemented to reduce the likelihood
or impact of an attack. Since rais
ing the threat condition has econom
ic, physical, and psychological effects
on the Nation, the Homeland Security
Advisory System can place specific
geographic regions or industry sec
tors on a higher alert status than other
regions or industries, based on spe
cific threat information. (See Figure
3.)

HOMELAND SECURITY
ADVISORY SYSTEM

SEVERE

Preparedness is a dynamic process involving
identification of MEFs, risk management, plan
ning, training, exercises, continual assessment
of plans and capabilities, and remediation. The
better prepared we are to deal with threats, the
better our continuity capability will be.
Integration of Continuity and Incident Management
Integration of continuity planning with incident
management planning and operations include
responsibilities delineated in the National Re
sponse Plan (NRP) and is linked to an orga
nization’s ability to conduct its PMEFs. This
Implementation Plan does not delineate new
procedures for incident management activi
ties other than already established protocols;
however this Plan does emphasize that organi
zations with incident management responsibili
ties must incorporate requirements to perform
these functions into continuity planning.
Integration is especially key for interagency
coordination groups that monitor or convene
during an incident, such as the DHS National
Operations Center (NOC), National Response
Coordinating Center (NRCC), and National
Infrastructure Coordinating Center (NICC); Joint
Field Offices (JFOs); and Regional Response
Coordination Centers (RRCC) to name a few.
The lead agency for these interagency groups
must develop and share continuity plans to en
sure the group’s continued capability regardless
of circumstance.

SEVERE RISK OF
TERRORIST ATTACKS

HIGH

HIGH RISK OF
TERRORIST ATTACKS

ELEVATED
SIGNIFICANT RISK OF
TERRORIST ATTACKS

GUARDED
GENERAL RISK OF
TERRORIST ATTACKS

LOW

LOW RISK OF
TERRORIST ATTACKS

Figure 3
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OBJECTIVE 1C – To understand
continuity roles and responsibilities.
ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Roles:
Federal Government
The National Continuity Coordinator (NCC)
leads the development and coordinates the
implementation of continuity policy. The
Continuity Policy Coordination Committee, led
by a designee of the NCC, is the main day-to
day forum for such policy coordination. The
Secretary of Homeland Security is responsible
for coordinating the implementation, execution,
and assessment of continuity operations and
activities of executive branch departments and
agencies. Heads of executive departments and
agencies are required to plan, program, and
budget resources appropriate to their organiza
tion at levels that ensure their continuity capa
bility to accomplish their essential functions.
Additionally, heads of executive departments
and agencies should partner with State, local,
territorial, and tribal governments, as well as
private sector owners and operators, to develop
continuity plans that are consistent with Federal
plans to the extent possible. That should be ac
complished in coordination with the Secretary
of Homeland Security, who is responsible for
developing and promulgating continuity plan
ning guidance and directives. The legislative
and judicial branches develop and implement
their own unique continuity programs and
coordinate with the executive branch as appro
priate to ensure ECG capability. (Chapter 4A
of this Plan contains specific guidance for the
legislative and judicial branches.)

police and fire services, road construction, and
public education). Those non-Federal Govern
ment partners should work with DHS, with
existing procedures, in coordinating continuity
plans. Those processes facilitate the allocation
of resources for the development of continu
ity plans and the procurement of emergency
response equipment. In addition, Federal
Executive Boards, and other officially designat
ed entities, may also augment and strengthen
those coordination efforts. Continuity planners
at the Federal executive branch level should in
corporate the capabilities of State, local, territo
rial, and tribal governments into their planning
and exercise activities to the extent possible.
(Chapter 4B of this Plan contains specific guid
ance for non-Federal Government entities.)
Private Sector
In addition to government functions, continu
ity of essential services provided by the private
sector is also extremely important. Critical
infrastructure protection is a shared responsibil
ity among Federal, State, local, territorial, and
tribal governments and the owners and opera
tors of the Nation’s critical infrastructure and
key resources (CI/KR). Partnership between
the public and private sectors is essential, in
part because the private sector owns and oper
ates 85% of the Nation’s critical infrastructure
while government agencies have access to
critical threat information. Existing directives
(e.g., Homeland Security Presidential Directive
7 of December 17, 2003, “Critical Infrastructure
Identification, Prioritization, and Protection”)
provide guidance for critical infrastructure
protection and should be included in continuity
planning and utilized to the maximum extent.
(Chapter 4C of this Plan contains specific guid
ance for the private sector.)
Continuity Planners

State, Local, Territorial, and Tribal Governments
State, local, territorial, and tribal governments
play an integral role in determining the needs
of the general public and ensuring the continu
ation of essential services on a daily basis (e.g.,
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Continuity planners at all levels have the
responsibility of fully understanding their
organization and monitoring the direction,
guidance, and best practices of government
and the private sector in order to develop the
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most relevant and robust continuity programs.
Candid and honest assessments, appropriate
application of risk management principles and
concepts, and openness to new concepts and
ideas—from maximizing the benefits of tele
work to planning for viable geographic dis
persion of functions and leadership—are the
underpinnings of an effective program. Maxi
mizing the use of exercises, whether table-top
or full scale, in order to test plans as well as to
highlight areas for improvement, will further
hone continuity plans. Continuity planners are
integral parts of an organization and must be
positioned at a level to be effective. Continuity
can no longer be “bolted on”—it must be built
into all functions and mission areas.
Individuals
The most basic and fundamental foundation of
continuity, at any level of government or within
the private sector, is personal responsibility
and readiness. Individuals must understand
their roles and responsibilities within their
respective organizations. They need to know
and be committed to their duties in a continu
ity environment. This may involve separa
tion from family or other hardships in time of
crisis. Some might be required to report to
work at a primary or alternate site; others may
be directed to remain at home for teleworking
or to remain available for reach-back and staff
augmentation. Individuals need to understand
and be willing to perform in these situations to
ensure an organization can continue its Essen
tial Functions.

Responsibilities:
Continuity responsibilities are shared between
those who develop policy and those charged
with implementation of that policy. NSPD
51/HSPD-20 directs the NCC to coordinate the
development and implementation of continuity
policy for Federal executive branch depart
ments and agencies.
In accordance with the direction and guid
ance provided by the NCC and the Secretary of
Homeland Security, Federal departments and
agencies are responsible for implementation of
continuity policy.
All other Federal organizations, non-Federal
Government entities (including State, local,
territorial, and tribal governments) (NFGs), and
private sector entities are encouraged to adopt
policies and procedures consistent with NSPD
51/HSPD-20 and this Implementation Plan.

At the same time, most individuals will need
to make sure that family members are taken
care of in an emergency situation. DHS and
the American Red Cross have provided excel
lent planning guides in a variety of educational
documents and on websites such as
www.ready.gov.
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SUMMARY
Chapter 1 provides both a background on
continuity and an overview of basic con
tinuity concepts and requirements. The
remainder of this Implementation Plan
provides guidance and direction and,
where appropriate, goals and milestones
that must be met in order to implement
the provisions of NSPD-51/HSPD-20. This
Plan directs actions to be taken by the
heads of Federal executive branch depart
ments and agencies and is a useful refer
ence document for non-Federal Govern
ment and private sector entities. It is also
designed to foster and facilitate coordina

tion and cooperation between the Federal
executive branch and the legislative and
judicial branches of government. The
extent to which all organizations, pub
lic or private, speak the same language;
share the same goals; and coordinate fully
on continuity planning, training, exercis
ing, and operations will determine this
Nation’s overall readiness and ability to
perform operations in a crisis.

Continuity planning is simply the good busi
ness practice of ensuring the execution of
essential functions and a fundamental duty
of public and private entities responsible to
their stakeholders.
Box 6
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National Priorities

Chapter

2

GOAL #2 To establish and ensure
continuity of national
priorities.

KEY CONSIDERATIONS

INTRODUCTION

Partners

The ultimate goal of continuity in the execu
tive branch is the continuation of National
Essential Functions (NEFs). In order to achieve
that goal, the objective for executive depart
ments and agencies is to identify their Mission
Essential Functions (MEFs) and ensure that
those functions can be continued through
out, or resumed rapidly after, a disruption of
normal activities. While the Federal Govern
ment provides myriad services to the American
people, it is important to identify those services
that must be continued during an emergency.
Setting priorities is difficult, but organizations
should not wait for a crisis to determine what
is important. This chapter defines the most
important national priorities, directs executive
departments and agencies to identify their most
important functions, tasks the NCC to validate
department and agency Primary Mission Essen
tial Functions, and acknowledges the important
partnership that the Federal Government has
with other government entities and with private
sector owners and operators.

While this Implementation Plan is primarily
directed at the executive branch of the Federal
Government, continuity cannot occur without
the commitment and dedication of many others
who play integral roles in ensuring our home
land security.

OBJECTIVE 2A – To identify
continuity partners and functions.

Those partners include the following (see Fig
ure 4):
• Federal Government: legislative branch,
executive branch (including all depart
ments and agencies), and judicial branch;
• State, local, territorial, and tribal govern
ments; and
• Private Sector Critical Infrastructure Owners
and Operators
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Functions

Government Functions

Government Functions are the collective func
tions of executive departments and agencies as
defined by the Constitution, statute, regulation,
presidential direction or other legal authority
and the functions of the legislative and judicial
branches. The activities of State, local, ter
ritorial, tribal governments, and private sector
organizations often support Federal Govern
ment functions, particularly in the protection of
critical infrastructure and key resources (CI/
KR). This interdependency relies upon greater
interoperability between and among these
partners to facilitate a more rapid and effective
response to and recovery from any emergency.
Government Functions

MEFs

Figure 6
Primary Mission Essential Functions (PMEFs):
PMEFs are those department and agency mis
sion essential functions, validated by the Na
tional Continuity Coordinator, which must be
performed in order to support the performance
of the NEFs before, during, and in the after
math of an emergency. PMEFs are defined as
those functions that need to be continuous or
resumed within 12 hours after an event and
maintained for up to 30 days or until normal
operations can be resumed.

Figure 5
Mission Essential Functions (MEFs): MEFs are
described as the limited set of department- and
agency-level government functions that must
be continued throughout, or resumed rapidly
after, a disruption of normal activities. MEFs are
those functions that enable an organization to
provide vital services, exercise civil authority,
maintain the safety of the general public, and
sustain the industrial/economic base during
disruption of normal operations. Once identi
fied, MEFs serve as key continuity planning fac
tors for departments and agencies to determine
appropriate staffing, communications, informa
tion, facilities, training, and other requirements.
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Figure 7
National Essential Functions (NEFs): In accor
dance with NSPD 51/HSPD-20, the eight NEFs
represent the overarching responsibilities of the
Federal Government to lead and sustain the
Nation and shall be the primary focus of the
Federal Government leadership during and in
the aftermath of an emergency.
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Government Functions
MEFs
PMEFs
NEFs

Figure 8
Figure 9 shows the interdependencies of the
key partners and the functions of continuity.
Independent government entities at all levels
and individual private sector companies are in
timately connected and work together in critical
partnership to ensure continuation of essential
functions.
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NATIONAL ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS
The NEFs will be the primary focus of the Pres
ident and the national leadership during and
following an emergency. These are categories
of functions performed by one or more depart
ments and agencies; they are not new authori
ties, requirements, or functions. The National
Essential Functions (NEFs) are:

1. Ensuring the continued functioning of our
form of government under the Constitu
tion, including the functioning of the three
separate branches of government. This
NEF includes Federal executive branch
functions that respect the roles and main
tain the check and balance relationship
among all three branches of the Federal
Government.
2. Providing leadership visible to the Na
tion and the world and maintaining the
trust and confidence of the American
people. This NEF includes Federal execu
tive department and agency functions to
demonstrate that the Federal Government
is viable, functioning, and effectively ad
dressing any emergency.
3. Defending the Constitution of the United
States against all enemies, foreign and
domestic, and preventing or interdicting
attacks against the United States or its
people, property, or interests. This NEF
includes Federal executive department
and agency functions to protect and de
fend the worldwide interests of the United
States against foreign or domestic ene
mies, honor security agreements and trea
ties with allies, implement military opera
tions ordered by the President, maintain
military readiness, and maintain prepared
ness to achieve national objectives.
4. Maintaining and fostering effective rela
tionships with foreign nations. This NEF
includes Federal executive department
and agency functions to maintain Ameri
can foreign policy.
5. Protecting against threats to the homeland
and bringing to justice perpetrators of
crimes or attacks against the United States
or its people, property or interests. This
NEF includes Federal executive depart
ment and agency functions to protect
against, prevent, or interdict attacks on the
people or interests of the Nation and to
identify, neutralize, and prosecute those
who have committed or intend to commit
violations of the law.
6. Providing rapid and effective response
to and recovery from the domestic con-
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sequences of an attack or other incident.
This NEF includes Federal executive de
partment and agency functions to imple
ment response and recovery plans, includ
ing, but not limited to, the implementation
of the National Response Plan.
7. Protecting and stabilizing the Nation’s
economy and ensuring public confidence
in its financial systems. This NEF includes
Federal executive department and agency
functions to respond to and recover from
the economic consequences of an attack
or other major impact on national or inter
national economic functions or activities.
8. Providing for critical Federal Government
services that address the national health,
safety, and welfare needs of the United
States. This NEF includes Federal execu
tive department and agency functions
that ensure that the critical Federal-level
health, safety, and welfare services of the
Nation are provided during an emergency.

MISSION ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS
OBJECTIVE 2B – To identify Mission
Essential Functions.
Process to Identify MEFs
Process – Prelude
Identifying department and agency Mission Es
sential Functions is a prerequisite for continuity
because it establishes the parameters that drive
the department and agency efforts in all other
planning and preparedness areas. Identifica
tion of MEFs requires an objective review of
department and agency functions that delin
eates those time-sensitive and/or critical activi
ties that must be sustained in an emergency.
In 2005, an effort began to identify PMEFs.
This process is a refinement of early endeav
ors. Many of the PMEFs identified by depart
ments and agencies in 2005 were actually part
of the larger set of MEFs. Much of the process
described in this document will build upon the
previous effort to produce a more refined and
synchronized set of MEFs and PMEFs.
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MEF Initial Screening Aid
Is the function directed by law, presi
dential directive, or executive order?
If yes, identify which:

YES NO

Did a Business Process Analysis de
YES NO
termine that the function must be per
formed under all circumstances either
uninterrupted, with minimal interrup
tion, or requiring immediate execution
in an emergency?
If the answer to one or both of these questions is
“NO,” the function is probably not a MEF.

Box 7
Process – MEF Identification and Analysis
Departments and agencies will do the follow
ing when identifying and analyzing MEFs (see
diagram on page 19 for further details):
• Review their organization’s functions as di
rected by applicable law, presidential direc
tives, executive orders, and other executive
branch directives to identify their MEFs;
• Conduct an MEF Business Process Analysis
(BPA) to identify and map functional pro
cesses, workflows, activities, personnel ex
pertise, systems, data, and facilities inher
ent to the execution of each identified MEF
(i.e., define how each MEF is performed
and executed with a business process flow
map), which must be performed under all
circumstances;
• Identify those MEFs that provide vital inter
dependent support to an MEF performed
by another Federal executive department
or agency or an Emergency Support Func
tion under the National Response Plan;
The National Response Plan defines “Emer
gency Support Function” as “A grouping of
government and certain private-sector ca
pabilities into an organizational structure to
provide support, resources, and services.”
Box 8
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• Identify their MEF(s) that require vital support from another Federal executive department or agency to ensure execution of
their mission and identify when and where
the particular interdependency is executed
within the BPA business process flow; and

• Validate and approve the identified MEF
and BPA analysis by the department or
agency head.
Once MEFs have been identified and analyzed
as described, the planning process for identify
ing the PMEFs can begin.

PROCESS FOR MEF IDENTIFICATION
Departments and Agencies identify their Mission Essential Functions (MEFs)
1) Reference laws, presidential directives, executive orders and other authorities that dictate what the
department or agency must perform.
2) Utilize survey methods and/or interviewing process to gain subject matter expertise input from respective
divisions/lines of business.
3) Department or agency Continuity Coordinator reviews, validates and confirms identified MEFs through
consultation with department or agency head.
STEP #1
Outline each MEF in a business process mapping format
(i.e., inputs, outputs, resources, systems, facilities, exper
tise, authorities, etc.) that impact the ability to complete the
MEF products/services.

1
2
Department or
agency conducts
Business Process
Analysis (BPA) for
each identified MEF
(Led by
department/agency
Continuity Coordi
nator and continuity
staff)

4

STEP #2
Identify internal and external interdependencies that are part
of and/or influence each MEF business process.
STEP #3
Ensure that all identified MEF interdependencies are
inserted into the proper location within the MEF business
process flow map(s).
3
STEP #4
Provide completed BPA package and results to the
department or agency Continuity Coordinator for review,
validation, and approval in consultation with department
or agency head.

Joint effort between National Continuity Coordinator and department or agency Continuity Coordinator to
identify and confirm MEF(s) that must serve as PMEF(s).
Final department or agency PMEF(s) submitted to National Continuity Coordinator for further BPA and
Business Impact Analysis (BIA).

National Continuity Policy Implementation Plan
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PRIMARY MISSION ESSENTIAL
FUNCTIONS
OBJECTIVE 2C – To identify Primary
Mission Essential Functions.
PMEF Initial Screening Aid
Does the function directly support a
NEF?
If yes, identify which: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

YES NO

Does the function need to be con
tinued uninterrupted or need to be
resumed within 12 hours, regardless
of circumstance?

YES NO

The answers to both of these must be “YES” for the
function to be considered a PMEF.

Box 9
Process – PMEF Identification and Analysis:
PMEF identification is an iterative process
performed by each department and agency in
coordination with the NCC. In order to identify
and analyze PMEFs, the following actions will
take place (see diagram on Page 21 for further
details):
• Upon MEF approval by each department
or agency head, a joint effort between the
NCC and each department or agency Con
tinuity Coordinator and staff will result in a
preliminary identification of PMEFs that po
tentially support NEFs. The joint effort will
culminate in the department or agency’s
submission of PMEF identification results to
the NCC for further interagency analysis.
• An interagency board (IAB), established by
the NCC, conducts a review of submitted
potential PMEFs and validates their rela
tionship to the NEFs. A risk management
methodology (i.e., Business Impact Analysis
(BIA) or BPA) will be used to ensure that
the PMEFs are appropriate and relevant.
• Upon confirmation that the IAB has deter
mined that a department or agency’s MEF

0
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shall serve as a PMEF, each department and
agency will revisit the prioritization of their
MEF recovery timelines to ensure PMEF
criticality.
• The IAB will conduct a BPA to identify and
map interagency PMEF processes, workflows, activities, expertise, systems, data,
and facilities inherent to the interagency ex
ecution of each NEF. The BPA should also
define the PMEF relationship to the NEF.
In other words, the BPA will define how
each NEF is executed via business process
flow mapping (i.e., NEF serving as the “end
product output” and interagency PMEFs
serving as the functional “inputs”).
• The IAB must also conduct an analysis of
interagency PMEF interdependencies within
each NEF to accurately depict each depart
ment or agency’s PMEF execution capabil
ity and dependencies.
• The IAB will conduct NEF-specific BIAs
to: (1) identify potential single points of
failure(s) that may adversely affect the
execution of the interagency PMEF support
to NEFs; (2) define the impact of downtime
(i.e., impact of delayed PMEF recovery on
NEF execution); and (3) define potential
PMEF process alternatives/work-around
solutions.
• NEF BPA and BIA and interagency list of
PMEFs are submitted to the NCC for final
approval.
The immediacy of maintaining or recovering
essential functions capability is driven by the
results of the MEF and NEF Business Process
Analyses and the NEF Business Impact Analysis.
Subsequently, the described risk management
approach requires an emphasis on the geo
graphic dispersion, redundancies, and surviv
ability of leadership, staff, and infrastructure.
Planners should assume that they will have no
warning of the threats that we face in today’s
world. Threats might come from known or
unknown sources. The nature of asymmetric
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threats is that they do not necessarily emanate
from a single, fixed, and understood actor;
asymmetric threats are, in many ways, less pre
dictable and less understood, requiring plan
ners to consider different approaches to plan
for, mitigate, and respond to threats.

tions and preparation for incident management.
While DHS has primary incident management
responsibility, many different departments and
agencies at multiple levels are involved in suc
cessfully navigating a critical incident manage
ment scenario.

A successful BPA will identify gaps within a de
partment or agency and areas where more than
one department or agency has responsibilities.
This gap identification provides departments
and agencies an opportunity to fill the gap and
ensure successful execution of essential func

Continuity requirements must be incorporated
into the daily operations of all executive branch
departments and agencies to ensure seamless
and immediate continuation of PMEF capabili
ties. The department and agency planning
process is described in Chapter 3.

PROCESS FOR PMEF IDENTIFICATION
Interagency Board (IAB) PMEF Business Process Analysis (BPA)
IAB conducts a BPA to identify and map interagency PMEF processes, workflows, activities, expertise,
systems, data, and facilities inherent to the interagency execution of the NEF.

IAB PMEF Interdependencies Analysis
IAB conducts further detailed PMEF BPA to identify and map interagency PMEF interdependencies
required to execute support to the NEF.

IAB NEF-specific Business Impact Analysis (BIA)
IAB conducts a detailed NEF Business Impact Analysis (BIA) to:
1) Identify interagency potential single points of failure(s) which may adversely affect the execution
of the NEF;
2) Define the impact of PMEF downtime and/or failure on the execution of the NEF(s);
3) Define mandated timelines for recovery for PMEF support to each NEF and
4) Identify, create, and formalize PMEF process alternatives/work-around(s) to execute NEF(s).

Interagency Board (IAB) submits NEF BPA & BIA reports to National Continuity Coordinator (NCC)
IAB compiles and submits final NEF BPA Mapping and BIA Report with findings and recommendations
for mitigation, risk reduction, and risk management actions for each NEF. Risk management options shall
include policy development, business process reengineering, asset dispersion, continuity system(s)
design redundancy and survivability requirements, and other relevant options.

NCC reviews BPA/BIA findings to:
1) Identify Continuity Program shortcomings;
2) Determine program shortcomings to initiate policy revision and development efforts;
3) Define future Continuity Program requirements and standards of performance;
4) Relate Continuity Program budget and funding requirements to risk management; and
5) Manage and lead the Federal Government Continuity Program efforts as the NCC.

National Continuity Policy Implementation Plan
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OBJECTIVE 2D – To establish roles,
responsibilities, and actions for the
Nation’s senior continuity officials.
ROLES, RESPONSIBILITIES, AND
ACTIONS
President
The President leads the activities of the Federal
Government for Enduring Constitutional Gov
ernment.

The National Continuity Coordinator
(NCC)
The Assistant to the President for Homeland
Security and Counterterrorism (APHS/CT) is the
NCC. The NCC is responsible for coordinat
ing, without exercising directive authority, the
development and implementation of continuity
policy for executive branch departments and
agencies. The NCC will periodically review
and, as necessary, coordinate the revision of
the National Essential Functions (NEFs). The
NCC will maintain and revise as necessary
the various department and agency PMEFs
and MEFs in order to meet requirements for
continuity, including Enduring Constitutional
Government (ECG), Continuity of Government
(COG), and Continuity of Operations (COOP).
The NCC is responsible for overseeing the
Continuity Policy Coordination Committee
(CPCC), which was established consistent with
Homeland Security Presidential Directive-1 of
October 29, 2001 (“Organization and Operation
of the Homeland Security Council”). The CPCC
is chaired by a designee of the NCC and is the
main day-to-day forum for continuity policy
coordination.
The NCC will establish a Continuity Advisory
Group (CAG) as a sub-PCC group focused
on interagency implementation of continuity
programs. It will be comprised of Continuity
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Coordinators, or their designees, from Category
I, II, III, and IV (identified in NSPD-51/HSPD
20 Annex A and in Appendix B of this Plan)
executive departments and agencies. Key State
and local government representatives from the
National Capital Region (NCR), and representa
tives from the legislative and judicial branches
may be invited as appropriate. The CAG shall
represent the interests of departments and
agencies from Categories I-IV before the CPCC.
The CAG will assist its member departments
and agencies in implementing directives within
its scope by performing the following func
tions:
• Providing the forum to address issues
ultimately requiring commitment of depart
ment and agency resources;
• Facilitating the exchange of information,
including lessons learned, and a sensing of
the member community’s views;
• Facilitating the overall coordination and
decision process and the initial coordina
tion among departments and agencies of
plans and procedures for shared responsi
bilities;
• Identifying, prioritizing, and undertaking
initiatives to explore options and make
recommendations; and
• Assisting in resolving conflicts as required.
The NCC will also establish an interagency
board (IAB) as a working group of the CPCC to
review and recommend validation of potential
PMEFs submitted by departments and agencies
for submission to the NCC for final approval.
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Actions for the NCC
1. On an ongoing basis, provide conti
nuity policy coordination among all
departments and agencies, monitor per
formance, and report to the President
as appropriate.
2. As required, coordinate revision of
the NEFs and department and agency
PMEFs and MEFs.
3. As required, ensure that the Homeland
Security Council (HSC) staff conducts
meetings of the CPCC.
4. Within 30 days, establish a Continuity
Advisory Group (CAG).
5. Within 30 days, establish an Interagen
cy Board (IAB) to review PMEFs.
6. Within 30 days of IAB review, consider
identified PMEFs for validation and ap
proval.
7. Within 90 days, coordinate with FEMA
in developing a continuity assessment
tool for the departments and agencies
to measure continuity readiness against
requirements contained in NSPD-51/
HSPD-20 and report the continuity as
sessment results to the President.
8. Within the annual budget process and
on an ongoing basis, assist OMB and
departments and agencies with conti
nuity budget development and prioriti
zation, including long-term equipment
life cycle replacements and upgrades.
9. On an ongoing basis, ensure coordina
tion of continuity acquisition functions
with DHS and the General Services
Administration (GSA).
10. On an ongoing basis, coordinate the
integration of national continuity test,
training, and exercise programs.
11. Annually submit a report to the Presi
dent that assesses (a) the ability of
executive branch departments and
agencies to perform their PMEFs, (b)
the scope and effectiveness of legisla
tive, executive, and judicial branch
coordination, and the nature and level

of executive branch support, to perform
the NEFs and achieve common continuity
goals, and (c) the scope and effectiveness
of coordination among State, local, territo
rial, and tribal governments and the private
sector to perform the NEFs and achieve
common continuity goals.
Task Box 1

The Assistant to President for National
Security Affairs (APNSA)
The APNSA coordinates with the NCC on the
development and implementation of continuity
policy for executive departments and agencies.

The Secretary of Homeland Security
The Secretary of Homeland Security serves
as the President’s lead agent for coordinating
continuity operations and activities of execu
tive departments and agencies. The Secretary
of Homeland Security in his lead agency role
provides continuity direction, training, and co
ordination of continuity exercises and provides
continuity program assessments to the NCC and
appropriate Federal executive departments and
agencies. The Secretary’s continuity responsi
bility is in addition to his incident management
responsibility (defined in Homeland Security
Presidential Directive-5 of February 28, 2003
(“Management of Domestic Incidents”) which
identifies the Secretary as the principal Federal
official for domestic incident management.
The Secretary, in coordination with the CPCC,
is responsible for disseminating in a Federal
Continuity Directive (FCD) (see below) the
standardized process for the identification of
MEFs and the identification and submission of
potential PMEFs for review by the IAB, consoli
dating the departments’ and agencies’ PMEFs,
and compiling and submitting potential PMEFs
to the NCC. The Secretary will conduct bien
nial assessments of department and agency
continuity capabilities and report the results
to the President through the NCC. DHS will
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update its training program for department and
agency continuity planners with a focus on the
identification of MEFs and PMEFs.
As required by NSPD-51/HSPD-20, a Federal
Continuity Directive (FCD) establishes con
tinuity planning requirements for executive
branch departments and agencies. The Sec
retary of Homeland Security develops and
promulgates FCDs in coordination with the
Continuity Policy Coordination Committee.
Box 10
The Secretary, through the National Communi
cations System, is responsible for developing,
implementing, and maintaining a comprehen
sive Continuity Communications Architecture
(CCA), in consultation with the APHS/CT, the
APNSA, the Director of the Office of Manage
ment and Budget, the Director of the Office
of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), the
Chief of Staff to the President, and the Secretary
of Defense. The CCA is especially important
to support the National Command and Coordi
nation Capability (NCCC) which provides the
President and the Vice President with the abil
ity to respond deliberately and appropriately to
any crisis. The Secretary is also responsible for
conducting quarterly and annual assessments
of continuity communications capabilities in
consultation with an official designated by the
Chief of Staff to the President.
The Secretary is responsible for developing,
leading, and conducting the Federal execu
tive branch continuity training and exercise
program, which shall be incorporated into the
National Exercise Program (NEP) developed
pursuant to Homeland Security Presidential
Directive-8 of December 17, 2003 (“National
Preparedness”), in consultation with an official
designated by the Chief of Staff to the Presi
dent. The NEP utilizes the Homeland Security
Exercise and Evaluation Program (HSEEP) as
the common exercise methodology. HSEEP is
a capabilities and performance-based exercise
program that provides standardized policy, doc
trine, and terminology for the design, develop
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ment, conduct, and evaluation of homeland
security exercises. HSEEP also provides tools
and resources to facilitate the management
of self-sustaining homeland security exercise
programs.
The Secretary shall coordinate the integration
of Federal executive branch continuity plans
and operations with State, local, territorial, and
tribal governments and private sector owners
and operators of critical infrastructure, as ap
propriate, in order to provide for the delivery
of essential services during an emergency.
The Secretary will develop and promulgate
continuity planning guidance to non-Federal
Governments and others to ensure that the Na
tional Preparedness Goal, the Target Capabili
ties List, and State and Local Homeland Secu
rity Grant Programs criteria provide guidance
on continuity priorities and implementation
guidelines. Guidance should include proce
dures and models for development of PMEFs,
orders of succession, delegations of authority,
devolution, reconstitution, establishment of al
ternate facilities, interoperable communications,
the safeguarding of vital resources, facilities,
and records, and a test, training, and exercise
program that will ensure a viable continuity
program.
The Secretary will establish regional and Statelevel Continuity Working Groups (CWGs) to
provide critical infrastructure assistance and
support for the Nation’s continuity of opera
tions plans and programs in accordance with
guidance in HSPD-7. Councils and committees
established to support the National Infrastruc
ture Protection Plan will provide members to
and support the activities of the DHS/FEMA
CWGs. These working groups will, at a mini
mum, conduct annual continuity conferences to
address joint Federal and non-Federal Govern
ment continuity planning and other elements
of a viable continuity program.
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Actions for the Secretary of Homeland
Security
1. On an ongoing basis, serve as the
President’s lead agent for coordinating
overall continuity operations and activi
ties and domestic incident management
of executive departments and agencies,
and in such role perform the responsi
bilities set forth in NSPD-51/HSPD-20
and in
HSPD-5.
2. On an ongoing basis, ensure that
the DHS National Operations Center
(NOC), National Infrastructure Coor
dinating Center (NICC), and FEMA
Operations Center (FOC) maintain 24
hour operations to ensure appropriate
responses for continuity and incident
management activities.
3. On an ongoing basis, ensure that the
National Preparedness Goal, the Target
Capabilities List, and State and Local
Homeland Security Grant Programs
criteria provide guidance to State, local,
tribal and territorial governments on
continuity priorities and implementa
tion guidelines.
4. On an ongoing basis, ensure that DHS
makes available continuity planning
and exercise funding in the form of
grants as provided by law, to State, lo
cal, territorial, and tribal governments.
5. On an ongoing basis, ensure that the
National Infrastructure Protection Plan
(NIPP) supports the Nation’s continu
ity plans and programs and provides
guidance to private sector entities and
operators of Critical Infrastructure and
Key Resources (CI/KR) on continuity
priorities and implementation guide
lines.
6. Not less than quarterly, conduct assess
ments of continuity communications
capabilities in consultation with an of
ficial designated by the Chief of Staff to
the President.

7. Within 60 days, establish a familiariza
tion briefing on MEF and PMEF iden
tification for department and agency
Continuity Coordinators (Assistant
Secretary-level).
8. Within 60 days, in coordination with
the Continuity PCC, issue a Federal
Continuity Directive on Continuity Re
quirements, to include the formalized
process for departments and agencies
to identify MEFs, and revise through
annual, or as needed, Directives there
after.
9. Within 60 days, in coordination with
the Continuity PCC, issue a Federal
Continuity Directive on the formalized
process for department and agency
submission of potential PMEFs that are
consistent and supportive of the NEFs.
o Include a standardized checklist to
allow departments and agencies to
assess their PMEFs through a risk
management process;
o Include guidance on how the PMEF
link to/supports NEF(s); and
o Include guidance on impact state
ments if a specific PMEF is not con
ducted.
10. Within 30 days after submission of
department and agency MEFs and
potential PMEFs, compile submissions
and provide them to the NCC for IAB
review and validation.
11. Within one year and annually thereaf
ter, update training courses for depart
ment and agency continuity planners
on the identification and development
of PMEFs and MEFs, in addition to
maintaining ongoing continuity train
ing courses.
12. Within 30 days after receipt of tech
nical requirements from the Office
of Science and Technology Policy
(OSTP), as Executive Agent of the Na
tional Communications System (NCS),
provide the Director of OSTP and
DOD with an implementation plan for
a comprehensive Continuity Commu-
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11.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

nications Architecture (CCA), which
shall include the minimum require
ments necessary to finalize selection
of a secure communications system by
DOD.
Within 90 days after receipt of techni
cal requirements from OSTP, through
the NCS, develop, implement, and
begin maintenance of a comprehen
sive CCA.
On an annual basis, develop, lead,
and conduct an integrated (COOP
and COG) continuity training exercise,
incorporated into the National Exercise
Program, and report the results to the
NCC.
On an as needed basis, revise and pro
mulgate integrated continuity planning
guidance to non-Federal Governments
and others as appropriate.
On an as needed basis, provide critical
infrastructure assistance and support
in accordance with HSPD-7 and the
National Strategy for the Physical Pro
tection of Critical Infrastructures and
Key Assets.
On an as needed basis, provide cy
bersecurity assistance and support in
accordance with HSPD-7 and the Na
tional Strategy to Secure Cyberspace.
Develop regional and state level
Continuity Working Groups to, at a
minimum, conduct annual continuity
conferences to address joint Federal
and non-Federal Government continu
ity planning and other elements of a
viable continuity program.
Task Box 2
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Continuity Coordinators
The Policy requires department and agency
heads to appoint a senior accountable official,
at the assistant secretary or equivalent level, to
be the organization’s Continuity Coordinator
responsible for working with the organization
head to ensure the organization’s continuity
capability. For those departments and agen
cies on the Continuity PCC, the Continuity
Coordinator represents their organization and
offers practical recommendations on continu
ity policy. Continuity Coordinators, or their
designee, represent their department or agency
on the CAG. Continuity Coordinators will also
work with their department or agency heads
to complete the MEF and PMEF identification
process articulated in this chapter.

Continuity Managers
Under the direction of each department or
agency head, Continuity Managers manage
day-to-day continuity programs and represent
their department or agency on the CAG and
working groups as appropriate. The continuity
program of each department or agency, led by
Continuity Managers, report to the Continuity
Coordinator.

Continuity Readiness Procedures
and Metrics

GOAL #3 To ensure continuity
readiness procedures and
metrics.

Chapter
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Continuity Program Management Cycle
Plans &
Procedures
CONTINUITY CAPABILITY

OBJECTIVE 3A – To establish a
Continuity Program Management
Cycle.
A standardized Continuity Program Manage
ment Cycle ensures consistency across all
government continuity plans and establishes
consistent performance metrics, prioritizes
implementation plans, promulgates best prac
tices, and facilitates consistent cross-agency
continuity evaluations. A cyclical model of
planning, training, evaluating, and implement
ing corrective actions provides key leaders and
essential personnel the baseline information,
awareness, and experience necessary to fulfill
their continuity program management responsi
bilities. Objective evaluations and assessments,
developed from tests and exercises, provide
feedback on continuity planning, procedures,
and training. This feedback supports a correc
tive action process, which helps to establish
priorities, informs budget decision-making, and
drives improvements in plans and procedures.
The Continuity Program Management Cycle, as
indicated below, is the process all organizations
should use in developing and implementing
their continuity program.

Communications

Facilities

Development of an effective continuity pro
gram begins with a review and identification
of all of an organization’s responsibilities and
functions as they relate to the four key continu
ity pillars. Once Essential Functions are priori
tized and resourced, a process must be used
to ensure that the functions can be sustained
under an all-hazards threat environment.

Develop
Corrective
Action Plans

Staff

INTRODUCTION

Leadership

Performance of ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS

Test,
Training,
and
Exercise

CONTINUITY PLANNING & PROGRAM MANAGEMENT

Evaluations,
After Action Reports,
and Lessons Learned

Box 11

OBJECTIVE 3B – To establish
continuity requirements and metrics.
KEY CONSIDERATIONS
Plans and Procedures
Departments and agencies shall develop and
maintain continuity plans and procedures that,
when implemented, provide for continued
performance of their MEFs, as required, con
tinued performance of their PMEFs under all
circumstances, and integration with other gov
ernmental and non-governmental organizations
as appropriate. Each individual department
or agency program should be tailored to its
respective organization, separate but consistent
with and complementary to DHS’s Test, Train
ing, and Exercise Program. The continuity
plan must do the following:
a. Identify MEFs and PMEFs as described in
Chapter 2.
b. Establish orders of succession and preplanned delegation and devolution of
authorities that ensure an orderly, and
pre-defined, transition of leadership and
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delegation of authority within a depart
ment or agency through any emergency
for the agency head and supporting key
positions. Succession orders and delega
tions of authority must be planned and
documented in advance in accordance
with applicable laws to ensure the per
formance of the department or agencies
MEFs and PMEFs.
c. Identify and establish procedures to en
sure vital resources, facilities, and records
are safe-guarded, available, and accessible
to support continuity operations. Vital re
sources should include personnel, equip
ment, systems, infrastructures, supplies,
and other assets required to perform the
department or agency’s MEFs and PMEFs.
d. Identify provisions for the acquisition of
necessary resources for continuity of op
erations on an emergency basis.
e. Identify and provide for the availability
and redundancy of critical communica
tions capabilities at primary sites, alternate
sites, and in transit in order to ensure the
performance of department and agency
MEFs and PMEFs, and support connectiv
ity between and among key government
leadership, internal elements, other execu
tive departments and agencies, critical
partners, and the public. Category I and
select Category II departments and agen
cies shall coordinate with the Secretary
of Homeland Security and the Secretary
of Defense to obtain and operate secure,
integrated, Continuity of Government
communications.
f. Provide for the ability to recover or recon
stitute from the effects of an emergency
and return to a fully operational condition.
Departments and agencies shall conduct
the coordination and planning necessary
to return to normal operations.
g. Identify the components, processes,
and requirements for the identification,
training, and preparedness of personnel
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capable of relocating to alternate facilities
to support the continuation of the perfor
mance of MEFs and PMEFs.
h. Identify the components, processes, and
requirements that ensure the continued
performance of the department or agen
cy’s MEFs and PMEFs.
i. Establish alert and notification procedures
to include the process for monitoring the
DHS Homeland Security Advisory System,
intelligence, and other advisory informa
tion. Establish internal procedures for
executing changes to the COGCON or
other Regional, State, territorial, tribal or
private continuity preparedness or activa
tion direction. Provide for the process of
reporting continuity readiness and activa
tion status.
Budgeting for continuity capabilities is one of
the most important components of continuity
planning. Departments and agencies need to
formulate and prioritize budget requests af
ter application of the continuity requirements
listed in NSPD-51/HSPD-20 (see below). Ap
pendix F also includes metrics to be used to
measure ability to meet the continuity require
ments.
Continuity requirements for the Executive
Office of the President (EOP) and execu
tive branch departments and agencies shall
include the following (NSPD-51/HSPD-20
Paragraph 11):
• The continuation of the performance
of PMEFs during any emergency must
be for a period up to 30 days or until
normal operations can be resumed, and
the capability to be fully operational at
alternate sites as soon as possible after
the occurrence of an emergency, but not
later than 12 hours after COOP activa
tion;
• Succession orders and pre-planned
devolution of authorities that ensure
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the emergency delegation of authority
must be planned and documented in
advance in accordance with applicable
law;
• Vital resources, facilities, and records
must be safeguarded, and official ac
cess to them must be provided;
• Provision must be made for the acqui
sition of the resources necessary for
continuity operations on an emergency
basis;
• Provision must be made for the avail
ability and redundancy of critical com
munications capabilities at alternate
sites in order to support connectivity
between and among key government
leadership, internal elements, other
executive departments and agencies,
critical partners, and the public;
• Provision must be made for reconstitu
tion capabilities that allow for recovery
from a catastrophic emergency and
resumption of normal operations; and
• Provision must be made for the identi
fication, training, and preparedness of
personnel capable of relocating to al
ternate facilities to support the continu
ation of the performance of PMEFs
Box 12

Test, Training, and Exercise (TT&E)
An effective TT&E program is necessary to as
sist departments and agencies to prepare and
validate their organization’s capabilities and
program and the Federal executive branch’s
ability to perform MEFs and PMEFs during any
emergency. This requires the identification,
training, and preparedness of personnel capa
ble of performing their continuity responsibili
ties and implementing procedures to support
the continuation of department and agency
essential functions.

Training provides the skills and familiarizes
leadership and staff with the procedures and
tasks they must perform in executing continuity
plans. Tests and exercises serve to assess and
validate all the components of continuity plans,
policies, procedures, systems, and facilities
used to respond to and recover from an emer
gency situation and identify issues for a subse
quent improvement. All agencies must plan,
conduct, and document periodic tests, training,
and exercises to prepare for all-hazards conti
nuity emergencies and disasters, identify defi
ciencies, and demonstrate the viability of their
continuity plans and programs. Deficiencies,
actions to correct them, and a timeline for rem
edy must be documented in an organization’s
Corrective Action Program (CAP) (described
below).
DHS, in coordination with the CPCC, shall de
velop Federal Continuity Directives that identify
specific TT&E requirements, including required
continuity training, types and frequency of
exercises, and assessment criteria to ensure de
partments and agencies develop and maintain
a robust TT&E program. TT&E programs will
seek to accomplish the following goals:
• Communicate objectives, expectations, and
the definition of success for all phases of
continuity operations;
• Improve accountability for coordinating
and de-conflicting continuity requirements
across executive departments and agencies,
across levels of government, and with the
private sector;
• Establish a framework of performance cri
teria to measure and evaluate progress and
achievement of continuity requirements
within each department and agency and
across departments and agencies;
• Include annual continuity training and as
sessment requirements and development
of procedures for identifying best practices
and corrective action;
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• Test the viability of communications sys
tems;
• Include continuity exercises, which are
incorporated into the National Exercise
Program;
• Include development of continuity alert
and notification procedures and tests, and
integrate these into continuity training and
exercise activities; and
• Provide input into development of correc
tive action plans.
DHS, in coordination with State, territorial,
tribal, and local jurisdictions, and private sector
critical infrastructure owners and operators,
shall also develop continuity guidance to assist
these jurisdictions with development of their
TT&E programs.

Evaluations and Assessments
Evaluations and assessments provide critical
feedback on how well TT&E programs are
preparing leadership, staff, and organizations
to meet their continuity requirements. At a
minimum, all organizations should conduct and
document annual assessments of their continu
ity TT&E programs and continuity plans and
programs. DHS will disseminate FCDs with
detailed procedures for evaluations and assess
ments. Additionally, DHS, in coordination with
the other Federal executive departments and
agencies, will conduct an annual, integrated,
interagency continuity exercise to test the ex
ecutive branch’s ability to conduct its continuity
programs, and shall prepare a consolidated as
sessment report on the continuity status of the
executive branch for the NCC.
Additionally, departments and agencies will
provide continuous readiness status informa
tion through FEMA’s Readiness Reporting
System (RRS).

0
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The Readiness Reporting System (RRS)
provides the status of the Federal executive
branch departments and agencies to per
form their PMEFs in support of the NEFs.
The RRS is used to conduct assessments
and track capabilities at all times under all
conditions, including natural disasters, manmade incidents, terrorism, and war.
Box 13

Corrective Action Program (CAP)
Each department and agency shall develop a
CAP to assist in documenting, prioritizing, and
resourcing continuity issues identified during
TT&E, assessments, and emergency operations.
The purpose of CAP is to accomplish the fol
lowing:
• Identify continuity deficiencies and other
areas requiring improvement and provide
responsibilities and a timeline for corrective
action;
• Identify program and other continuity fund
ing requirements for submission to depart
ment and agency leadership and OMB;
• Identify and incorporate efficient acquisi
tion processes, and where appropriate, col
lect all interagency requirements into one
action; and
• Identify continuity personnel requirements
for department and agency leadership and
their supporting Human Resource Offices
and the Office of Personnel Management
(OPM).
DHS will integrate areas requiring corrective
action that affect multiple departments and
agencies into the CAP established by HSPD
8. Specific guidance and requirements for the
department and agency CAP shall be addressed
in Federal Continuity Directives.
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OBJECTIVE 3C – To establish roles,
responsibilities, and actions for
continuity officials.
ROLES, RESPONSIBILITIES, AND ACTIONS
Heads of Federal Executive Departments
and Agencies
Heads of Federal executive departments and
agencies are responsible for integrating conti
nuity planning as a fundamental part of every
thing that they do. One of the primary goals
of continuity planning is to ensure that depart
ments and agencies are able to perform their
Primary Mission Essential Functions—which
support the continuing performance of National
Essential Functions—under all conditions, with
and without warning. Department and agency
heads will appoint a senior accountable official,
at the Assistant Secretary or equivalent level, as
the Continuity Coordinator for the department
or agency. Departments and agencies will
emphasize geographic dispersion of leadership,
staff, and infrastructure, as appropriate, in order
to increase survivability and maintain uninter
rupted Government Functions. Departments
and agencies will be able to execute continuity
plans and will comply with the requirements
and assigned responsibilities under the COG
CON program.
Department and agency heads will identify and
submit to the NCC through the IAB their re
spective MEFs and potential PMEFs that support
NEFs. In consultation with the NCC, heads of
departments and agencies are responsible for
the periodic review and revision of their PMEFs
and MEFs. During development of PMEFs,
departments and agencies will coordinate and
integrate with Federal and non-Federal Govern
ment organizations; State, local, tribal, and ter
ritorial governments; and private sector entities
on those relevant activities essential to PMEFs
and MEFs. The heads of department and agen

cies must ensure that their key leaders and
support staff are provided annual familiariza
tion training on PMEFs and MEFs.
Heads of departments and agencies are respon
sible for participating in the Federal executive
branch continuity test, training, exercise, and
assessment programs, which shall be incor
porated into the National Exercise Program
developed pursuant to HSPD-8. Testing should
ensure viability of communications systems.
For continuity funding requests, department
and agency heads will incorporate Office of
Management and Budget (OMB) guidance
from Circular A-11 guidance to ensure proper
accounting of homeland security related spend
ing. Department and agency heads will also
submit required performance data through
FEMA’s Readiness Reporting System (RRS) and
required continuity reports. These assessments
will be used to determine an organization’s
continuity capability and to help identify needs
and gaps.

Actions for the Heads of Federal
Executive Departments and Agencies
1. On an ongoing basis, ensure perfor
mance of department or agency Pri
mary Mission Essential Functions.
2. On an ongoing basis, incorporate con
tinuity requirements into daily depart
ment and agency operations.
3. On an ongoing basis, ensure the
department or agency has continuity
plans for dealing with a national or lo
calized emergency situation and ensur
ing the continued performance of all
PMEFs in support of the NEFs, as well
as continued performance of MEFs and
other essential functions.
4. Within 30 days, appoint a senior ac
countable official, at the Assistant
Secretary or equivalent level, as the
Continuity Coordinator for the depart
ment or agency.
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5. Within 30 days and annually thereafter,
submit a report to the NCC certifying
that the department or agency has a
continuity capability plan that includes
the items in Paragraph 11 of NSPD-51/
HSPD-20 (see Box 12).
6. On an ongoing basis, consistent with
sections 11(e) and 19(c) of NSPD-51/
HSPD-20, plan, program, and budget
for secure continuity communications
capabilities.
7. Within 90 days after DHS’ guidance,
review and revise MEFs and identify
and submit potential PMEFs.
8. Within 30 days after validation of de
partment and agency PMEFs and annu
ally thereafter, ensure key leaders and
support staff are provided familiariza
tion training of department or agency
PMEFs and MEFs.
9. Within 180 days after validation of
department and agency PMEFs, ensure
PMEF and MEF interdependencies are
coordinated internally, at the inter
agency level, and with private sector
partners.
10. On an ongoing basis, participate in
DHS’s National Exercise Program.
11. On an ongoing basis, incorporate OMB
Circular A-11 guidance, or other OMB
guidance on continuity as provided,
when developing continuity budgets.
12. As required, submit Continuity Readi
ness Reports, and other reports as re
quested, through the Readiness Report
ing System.
Task Box 3
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The Director of the Office of Management
and Budget
The Director of the Office of Management and
Budget (OMB) reviews all funding requests for
continuity activities and evaluates department
and agency performance in executing continu
ity budgets. The Director, in coordination with
the NCC, issues guidance to assist departments
and agencies with continuity budget submis
sions.

Actions for the Director of the Office
of Management and Budget (OMB)
1. As necessary, in coordination with the
NCC, issue continuity planning guid
ance for the development of continuity
budget requests.
2. Annually conduct an assessment of
executive department and agency
continuity funding requests and per
formance data that are submitted by
executive branch departments and
agencies as part of the annual budget
request process in order to monitor
progress in the execution of this Plan
and continuity budgets.
3. Annually reconcile department and
agency continuity funding requests
and performance data with Continuity
Readiness Reporting and annual conti
nuity assessments compiled by FEMA.
Task Box 4
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The Director of the Office of Science and
Technology Policy
The Director of the Office of Science and
Technology Policy (OSTP) defines and issues
minimum requirements for continuity com
munications for executive departments and
agencies in consultation with the APHS/CT, the
APNSA, the Director of OMB, and the Chief of
Staff to the President. The Director establishes
requirements for, and monitors the develop
ment, implementation, and maintenance of a
comprehensive Continuity Communications
Architecture to integrate continuity components
in consultation with the APHS/CT, the APNSA,
the Director of OMB, and the Chief of Staff to
the President. In performing those tasks, the
Director of OSTP will also consult with the
Secretaries of Defense and Homeland Security
because of their significant roles in implement
ing the minimum continuity communications
requirements and the Continuity Communica
tions Architecture. In order to support those
tasks and to aid in ensuring the success of the
Continuity Communications Architecture, the
Director of OSTP will establish and chair a
Continuity Communications Architecture Board
(CCAB). The Director of OSTP also reviews
quarterly and annual assessments of continu
ity communications capabilities and reports the
results and recommended remedial actions to
the NCC.

Actions for the Director of the Office of
Science and Technology Policy
1. Annually review and revise as required,
minimum requirements for continuity
communications for executive branch
departments and agencies, in consulta
tion with the APHS/CT, the APNSA, the
Director of OMB, and the Chief of Staff
to the President (as well as the Secretar
ies of Defense and Homeland Security).
2. Within 60 days, establish and chair a
Continuity Communications Architecture
Board (CCAB).

3. Within 30 days after validation of PMEFs,
distribute requirements for, and update
as needed, a comprehensive Continu
ity Communications Architecture (CCA)
in consultation with the APHS/CT, the
APNSA, the Director of OMB, and the
Chief of Staff to the President (as well as
the Secretaries of Defense and Homeland
Security).
4. On an ongoing basis, monitor the de
velopment, implementation, and main
tenance of a CCA to integrate continuity
components, in consultation with the
APHS/CT, the APNSA, the Director of
OMB, and the Chief of Staff to the Presi
dent (as well as the Secretaries of Defense
and Homeland Security).
5. Quarterly and annually, review assess
ments of continuity communications capa
bilities and report the results and recom
mended remedial actions to the NCC.
Task Box 5

An official designated by the Chief of
Staff to the President
Recognizing that each branch of the Federal
Government is responsible for its own conti
nuity programs, an official designated by the
Chief of Staff to the President shall ensure that
the executive branch’s COOP and COG poli
cies in support of ECG efforts are appropriately
coordinated with those of the legislative and
judicial branches in order to ensure interoper
ability and allocate assets efficiently to main
tain a functioning Federal Government. This
individual will advise the President, the Chief
of Staff to the President, the APHS/CT, and
the APNSA on COGCON operational execu
tion options; and consult with the Secretary of
Homeland Security in order to ensure synchro
nization and integration of continuity activities
among the four categories of executive depart
ments and agencies.
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Actions for an official designated by
the Chief of Staff to the President
1. On an ongoing basis, advise the Presi
dent, Chief of Staff to the President, the
APHS/CT, and the APNSA on COGCON
operational execution options.
2. On an ongoing basis, ensure that the
executive branch’s COOP and COG
policies, in support of ECG efforts, are
appropriately coordinated with those of
the legislative and judicial branches in
order to ensure interoperability and allo
cate national assets efficiently to main
tain a functioning Federal Government.
3. On an ongoing basis, consult with the
Secretary of Homeland Security in order
to ensure synchronization and integra
tion of continuity activities among the
four categories of executive departments
and agencies.
Task Box 6

Secretary of Defense
The Department of Defense (DOD) performs a
significant role in assisting other Federal execu
tive departments and agencies with communi
cations systems and other support assets. The
Secretary of Defense, in coordination with the
Secretary of Homeland Security as Executive
Agent of the National Communications System,
is responsible for providing secure, integrated,
Continuity of Government communications
to the President, the Vice President, and, at a
minimum, Category I executive departments
and agencies. These communications shall be
an integral component of the Continuity Com
munications Architecture. DOD will assist DHS
in conducting continuity training and exercises
and in providing continuity of operations assis
tance during emergencies and disasters.
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Actions for the Secretary of Defense
1. Within 60 days after the publication
by DHS of the Continuity Communica
tions Architecture implementation plan,
identify the secure, integrated, Continu
ity of Government communications for
use by the President, the Vice President,
and, at a minimum, Category I executive
departments and agencies.
2. Upon identification and implementation,
continuously maintain the secure, inte
grated, Continuity of Government com
munications for the President, the Vice
President, and, at a minimum, Category
I executive departments and agencies.
3. Not less than quarterly, assist the Sec
retary of Homeland Security, and an
official designated by the Chief of Staff
to the President, with assessments of
continuity communications capabilities.
4. On an ongoing basis, assist DHS in con
ducting continuity training and exercises
and in providing assistance during emer
gencies and disasters.
Task Box 7

Director of National Intelligence
The Director of National Intelligence, in co
ordination with the Attorney General and the
Secretary of Homeland Security, shall produce
and submit to the President a biennial assess
ment of the foreign and domestic threats to the
Nation’s Continuity of Government.

Actions for the Director of National
Intelligence
1. Every two years, produce an assessment
for the NCC of the foreign and domes
tic threats to the Nation’s Continuity of
Government.
2. On an ongoing basis, in coordination
with the Secretary of Homeland Security
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and the Secretary of Defense, provide
geospatial products to support continuity
planning, training, and exercise activities.
3. During emergencies and disasters, pro
vide geospatial continuity operational
support to DHS to assist in response and
recovery operations.
Task Box 8

The Secretary of Homeland Security
The Administrator of the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA) is responsible for
coordinating the implementation, execution,
and assessment of continuity activities and pro
grams. Upon establishment of the Continuity
Advisory Group (CAG), FEMA’s Continuity Co
ordinator will chair regular meetings and report
to the CPCC on the activities of the CAG.
In coordination with the CAG and in consulta
tion with the CPCC, DHS/FEMA will develop
and promulgate Federal Continuity Directives
that establish continuity planning requirements,
including continuity plan templates to assist
departments and agencies and others in devel
oping internal continuity processes and proce
dures, TT&E programs, and assessment criteria
for executive departments and agencies.
In accordance with Federal Continuity Direc
tives, FEMA will conduct biennial assessments
of individual department and agency continuity
capabilities and report the results to the NCC
through the Secretary of Homeland Security.
FEMA will develop, operate, and maintain a
continuity Readiness Reporting System (RRS)
which will measure and report both the indi
vidual and aggregate ability of departments and
agencies to continue their PMEFs in support
of the required NEFs. This system identifies
near real-time COOP and COG programmatic
capabilities and requires monthly or as required
data input from system users.

Actions for the Secretary of Homeland
Security
1. Within 90 days, coordinate with the
APHS/CT in developing a continuity as
sessment tool for the departments and
agencies to measure continuity readi
ness against requirements contained in
NSPD-51/HSPD-20.
2. Quarterly, ensure FEMA’s Continuity
Coordinator chairs meetings of the CAG
and reports to the Continuity PCC.
3. Every two years, conduct department
and agency assessments of continuity
capabilities and report the results to the
NCC.
4. On an ongoing basis, operate and main
tain the Readiness Reporting System.
5. On an as needed basis in coordination
with the CAG and in consultation with
the CPCC, develop and promulgate Fed
eral Continuity Directives that establish
continuity planning requirements, con
tinuity plan templates, TT&E programs,
and assessment criteria.
6. On an ongoing basis, ensure that the
FEMA Operations Center (FOC) main
tains 24-hour operations to ensure
appropriate procedures for emergency
operations. (See further discussion of
the FOC in Chapter 2.)
Task Box 9

Director of the Office of Personnel Management (OPM)
The Director of OPM will provide guidance
to departments and agencies on developing
personnel policies that address continuity plans
and procedures, including alternate work op
tions. The Director, in coordination with the
Secretary of Homeland Security, will provide
guidance to and coordinate with the Federal
Executive Boards (FEBs) to assist in facilitating
planning meetings and exercises to develop
effective continuity programs among par
ticipating Federal executive departments and
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agencies and, where appropriate, non-Federal
Government entities, including respective State,
local, territorial, and tribal governments and
private sector owners and operators of critical
infrastructure in their planning and prepared
ness activities.
The Director of OPM will consider creation of
an occupational specialty for continuity and an
associated training program to acknowledge
the emerging, critical importance of continu
ity knowledge, skills, and abilities to achieve a
continuity capability in today’s environment.

Actions for the Director of the Office
of Personnel Management
1. Within 120 days, develop and promul
gate personnel guidance to support Fed
eral executive branch continuity plans
and programs.
2. Within 120 days, establish telework
guidance to support department and
agency continuity programs.
3. Within 120 days, in coordination with
the Secretary of Homeland Security, pro
vide guidance and coordinate with the
Federal Executive Boards (FEB) to assist
in facilitating planning meetings and
exercises to develop effective continuity
programs.
4. On an ongoing basis, assist DHS in
conducting continuity training, exercises,
assessments, and other preparedness
activities.
5. Within 120 days, submit a report to the
NCC on the possibility of creating an
occupational specialty for continuity and
an associated training program, and, if
approved, work with FEMA to include
the information in a Federal Continuity
Directive.
Task Box 10

Administrator of the General Services
Administration (GSA)
The Administrator of GSA will coordinate
the provision of executive branch facilities to
support continuity operations and maintain
the database for all department and agency
alternate facilities. In order to help facilitate
a coordinated and seamless executive branch
continuity infrastructure, GSA shall provide and
maintain a centralized procurement function for
all department and agency continuity infrastruc
ture requirements. GSA shall also assist DHS
in conducting continuity training and other
preparedness activities and assist DHS and the
departments and agencies in their recovery and
reconstitution during and in the aftermath of
emergencies and disasters.

Actions for the Administrator of the
General Services Administration
1. On an ongoing basis, coordinate the
provision of executive branch facilities
to support continuity operations and
maintain the database for all depart
ment and agency alternate facilities.
2. On an ongoing basis, facilitate a coor
dinated and seamless executive branch
continuity infrastructure and provide
and maintain a centralized procurement
system for all department and agency
continuity infrastructure requirements.
3. On an ongoing basis, assist the Secre
tary of Homeland Security in conduct
ing continuity tests, training, exercises,
assessments, and other preparedness
activities.
4. During and in the aftermath of emer
gencies and disasters, assist the Secre
tary of Homeland Security and affected
departments and agencies in their
recovery and reconstitution.
Task Box 11
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Small Agency Council

Federal Executive Associations (FEAs)

The Small Agency Council (SAC), in coordina
tion with DHS, will provide a forum for devel
opment and integration of continuity policies
and programs among the Federal Government
organizations represented on the council.

FEAs shall provide assistance where practicable
in coordinating continuity activities for FEA
members.

Actions for the Chairman of the
Small Agency Council
1. On an ongoing basis, in coordination
with the Secretary of Homeland Secu
rity, provide a forum for development
and integration of continuity policies
and programs among the Federal Gov
ernment organizations represented on
the Council.

Actions for the Federal Exective
Associations
1. On an ongoing basis, provide assistance
where practicable in coordinating conti
nuity activities for FEA members.
Task Box 13

Task Box 12
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Coordination, Communication,
and Integration

GOAL #4

To promote interoperability.

INTRODUCTION
This Implementation Plan provides direction
to Federal executive branch departments and
agencies. However, the continuation of our
constitutional form of government, the continu
ation of our National Essential Functions, and
the resumption or continuation of functions to
support the public are also critically dependent
on the effective functioning of all three branch
es (legislative, executive, and judicial) of the
Federal Government; the State, local, territo
rial and tribal government structures; and key
private sector entities.
This chapter explains how the continuity con
cepts discussed throughout the Implementation

Chapter

4

Plan are relevant to those key partners and
suggests implementation measures that should
be taken to ensure that essential services are
continued; law and order is maintained; and
the principles of our Constitution are pre
served. The concepts of sustained leadership,
available key emergency personnel, interopera
ble communications, viable operating locations,
and a focus on continuing essential functions
involves all levels of the government and key
private sector entities.
The chapter contains three sections addressing
coordination, communication, and integration:
• Chapter 4A: Among the three branches of
the Federal Government;
• Chapter 4B: Among Federal, State, local,
territorial, and tribal governments; and
• Chapter 4C: Between private sector critical
infrastructure owners and operators and all
levels of the government.
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Coordination, Communication, and Integration Among the
Branches of the Federal Government

4A

Chapter

OBJECTIVE 4A – To promote
interoperability among the branches
of the Federal Government.
INTRODUCTION
A cooperative effort among the legislative,
executive, and judicial branches of the Federal
Government, referred to as Enduring Constitu
tional Government (ECG), is essential to pre
serving the powers granted to the people of the
United States by the Constitution. It is impera
tive that all three branches of the Federal Gov
ernment are able to execute their constitutional
responsibilities, maintain interoperability, and
support the eight National Essential Functions
(NEFs) (as discussed in Chapter 2). This is
especially true during catastrophic emergencies
in order to preserve our Nation’s constitutional
government and maintain the functions of the
Federal Government.
The Legislative Branch consists of the Senate,
the House of Representatives, and their respec
tive supporting organizations. The Judicial
Branch consists of the Supreme Court of the
United States, courts established under Article
III by the Congress, and their supporting orga
nizations.

KEY CONSIDERATIONS
Each of the three branches of government has
unique but mutually supporting powers to en
sure the continuance of its respective constitu
tional role. By performing those constitutional
roles, the legislative, executive, and judicial
branches, individually and collectively, sup
port the ability of the Federal Government to
perform NEFs, continue ECG, and ensure that
essential services are provided to the Nation’s
citizens. NEFs are the foundation for all conti
nuity programs and capabilities and represent

the overarching responsibilities of the Federal
Government to lead and sustain the Nation
during a crisis. Sustaining the NEFs shall be
the primary focus of the Federal Government
leadership during and in the aftermath of an
emergency that adversely affects the perfor
mance of government functions.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Recognizing that each branch of the Federal
Government is responsible for its own continu
ity programs, the appropriate senior decisionmakers of all three branches are encouraged to
coordinate their continuity plans where ap
propriate. The executive branch shall provide
the support described in NSPD-51/HSPD-20 to
the legislative and judicial branches to ensure
interoperability, inclusion in appropriate conti
nuity plans, and allocation of national assets to
maintain a functioning Federal Government.
While this Plan serves as an implementation of
the executive branch’s continuity policy, and
in order to support constitutional roles and re
sponsibilities, the appropriate senior decisionmakers of the legislative and judicial branches
are encouraged to also review their prioritized
goals and objectives, concept of operations,
and procedures for continuity and incident
management activities on a regular basis in
order to accomplish the following:
• Maintain branch essential functions and
supporting activities;
o Legislative examples could include
representing constituents, passing
bills, coordinating between the two
chambers of Congress, communicating
with the executive and judicial branches, etc.; and
o Judicial examples could include communicating with the legislative and
executive branches, hearing arguments, issuing opinions, etc.
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• Perform branch essential functions and
support activities during any emergency;
• Provide for capabilities that allow for re
covery from a catastrophic emergency and
resumption of normal operations;
• Provide for the acquisition of resources
necessary for continuity operations on an
emergency basis;
• Safeguard vital resources, facilities, and re
cords, and provide official access to them;
• Maintain and integrate effective, redundant,
survivable continuity communications sys
tems at daily operating sites and alternate
facilities in order to support connectivity
between and among key Federal Govern
ment leadership and the public;
• Provide for the identification, training, and
preparedness of personnel capable of relo
cating to alternate facilities where necessary
to support the continuation of the perfor
mance of branch essential and support
functions; and
• Facilitate effective implementation of the
provisions of the Constitution concerning
succession to the Presidency or the ex
ercise of its powers, and the Presidential
Succession Act of 1947 (3 U.S.C. § 19). The
executive branch will ensure that appropri
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ate support is available to the Vice Presi
dent, the Speaker of the House, and the
President Pro Tempore of the Senate. The
Vice President, the Speaker of the House,
and the President Pro Tempore should be
prepared at all times to execute their role
as a successor President.

ACTIONS AND EXPECTATIONS
The legislative, executive, and judicial branches
will continue cooperation to ensure interoper
ability, integration, and appropriate allocation
of national assets to ensure Federal Govern
ment continuity. Supporting organizations will
develop and execute appropriate memoranda
of understandings and agreements to formalize
continuity plans and procedures.
The appropriate senior decision-makers of the
legislative and judicial branches, through es
tablished channels with the executive branch,
should continue to:
• Coordinate the implementation and execu
tion of continuity operations and activities
with the executive branch;
• Maintain comprehensive continuity com
munications; and
• Conduct continuity tests, training, and
exercise programs independently and in
coordination with the executive branch.

Coordination, Communication, and Integration Among Federal,
State, Local, Territorial, and Tribal Governments

4B

Chapter

OBJECTIVE 4B – To promote
interoperability among Federal, State,
local, territorial, and tribal
governments.
INTRODUCTION
By continuing the performance of essential
functions through a catastrophic emergency, the
State, local, territorial, and tribal governments
(non-Federal Governments entities or NFGs)
support the ability of the Federal Government
to perform NEFs, continue Enduring Constitu
tional Government, and ensure that essential
services are provided to the Nation’s citizens.
A comprehensive and integrated continuity
capability will enhance the credibility of our na
tional security posture and enable a more rapid
and effective response to, and recovery from, a
national emergency.

KEY CONSIDERATIONS
To create a seamless continuity structure, NFGs
should develop essential functions analogous to
the PMEFs described in Chapter 2. Identifica
tion of activities that support the essential func
tions enables an NFG to plan for and develop
effective continuity measures and programs.
Redundant, interoperable communications sys
tems will facilitate survivability and permit ef
fective coordination during an emergency. The
concept of interoperability includes not only
compatible systems and frequencies among
all continuity stakeholders but also lists of key
contacts for NFGs and Federal counterparts.
Development of NFG continuity programs is
essential to effective Federal continuity ef
forts. Rapid and effective response to, and
recovery from, the domestic consequences of
an attack or other incident requires continued
performance of NFG missions. By assuring the

health, safety, and welfare needs of citizens
and clients, NFGs perform a critical role in
support of essential functions and services. By
maintaining financial stability, NFGs support
the protection and stabilization of the Nation’s
economy and ensure public confidence in its
financial systems. By bringing to justice perpe
trators of crimes or attacks against the United
States or its people, property, and infrastruc
ture, NFGs maintain law and order and sustain
public confidence in its governmental institu
tions.
To help ensure that NFGs are prepared to sup
port their essential functions, each should con
sider creating a “continuity readiness posture”
similar to the Federal Executive Branch’s Con
tinuity of Government Readiness Conditions
(COGCON) system as discussed in Chapter 2.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The responsibility for preparing and respond
ing to emergencies is shared by the Federal
Government, State, local, territorial, and tribal
governments and the private sector. All have
important and interdependent roles in prepar
ing for, responding to, and recovering from
natural or manmade incidents or disasters.

The Executive Branch of the Federal
Government
Close cooperation is essential among the large
and varied community of NFGs and with the
Federal Government for coordinated, effective
continuity programs. Federal executive depart
ments and agencies should coordinate with
NFGs to ensure emergency plans and capabili
ties are compatible, prevent redundancies, and
minimize conflicting lines of authority. Exist
ing organizations with inter-government coor
dination missions, such as Federal Executive
Boards, shall support continuity efforts.

National Continuity Policy Implementation Plan
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DHS coordinates overall domestic incident
management and response procedures and is
the Federal executive branch’s contact for co
ordination with NFGs for continuity programs.
DHS shall provide guidance for the integration
of national continuity plans and operations with
State, local, territorial, and tribal governments
in order to provide for the delivery of essential
services during an emergency. The National
Infrastructure Protection Plan and the support
ing organizations established under HSPD-7
provide support to the Nation’s continuity plans
and programs. To promote rapid continuity
program implementation and further integration
of continuity efforts across government entities
and the private sector, DHS will make available
continuity planning and exercise funding in the
form of grants as provided by law to NFGs.
The Federal intelligence and law enforcement
agencies will share relevant and useful intel
ligence and law enforcement information with
NFGs, as appropriate, using existing processes
and communications methods.

State, Local, Territorial, and Tribal
Governments
NFGs are encouraged to develop a robust con
tinuity program to ensure that essential func
tions are performed. The initial step is to iden
tify the essential functions and the supporting
activities that are critical to continue during an
emergency. Further discussion on this process
is found in Chapter 2. NFGs are encouraged to
establish continuity programs that facilitate the
performance of essential functions during any
emergency for a period of up to 30 days or lon
ger, until normal operations can be resumed,
and the capability to be fully operational at
alternate sites as soon as possible after the oc
currence of an emergency, but not later than 12
hours after COOP activation.
Each NFG should identify successors, put in
place emergency delegations of authority, and
plan for geographic dispersion of staff and
infrastructure where appropriate. Safeguard
ing of vital resources, facilities, and records will
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facilitate continuity efforts. A plan to provide
for the acquisition of resources serves both the
NFG and the larger national continuity pro
gram. These actions will permit timely recon
stitution and recovery from catastrophic emer
gencies and resumption of normal operations.
NFGs are encouraged to share intelligence and
law enforcement information through estab
lished channels with the Federal Government
where relevant and useful, especially through
the Homeland Security Information Network
(HSIN) and the Homeland Secure Data Net
work (HSDN).
Availability, redundancy, and connectivity of
communications between and among NFGs,
key Federal Government leadership, and the
public is a critical capability necessary for sus
tained operations through a crisis. Tools that
can be used to help on this front include the
Emergency Alert System (EAS), the Integrated
Public Alert Warning System (IPAWS), the Na
tional Alert Warning System (NAWAS), and the
Washington Metropolitan Area Warning System
(WAWAS).
The large and diverse universe of State, lo
cal, territorial, and tribal governments makes
it imperative that each consider the others’ es
sential function requirements and responsibili
ties, communication capabilities, and needs. It
is also essential that NFGs utilize their existing
relationships with DHS and consistently update
all essential contact information.
Development of a strong continuity program is
only the first step. Identification and training
of personnel capable of relocating to alternate
or other continuity facilities where necessary to
support the continuation of the performance of
PMEFs and essential functions is also required.
The National Preparedness System, established
by HSPD-8, provides guidance for the Federal
executive branch and NFGs in coordinating
capabilities to prevent, protect against, respond
to, and recover from all-hazards in a way that
balances risk with resources and includes exer
cises, assessments, and reporting requirements.
The Federal Government and all citizens rely
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immensely on officials at the local level, and
this will especially be true during a local emer
gency situation. Local emergency response and
incident command personnel will be first on the
scene of a crisis, and they will have the local
knowledge and relationships required to suc
cessfully resolve the crisis. When a local crisis
affects the performance of a critical Primary
Mission Essential Function (PMEF)—and there
fore a NEF—the role of local government of
ficials and personnel cannot be understated.

ACTIONS AND EXPECTATIONS
Department of Homeland Security
• Develop and promulgate continuity plan
ning guidance to State, local, territorial,
and tribal governments. Guidance should
include procedures and models for de
velopment of PMEFs, orders of succes
sion, delegations of authority, devolution,
reconstitution, establishment of alternate
facilities, interoperable communications,
the safeguarding of vital resources, facili
ties, and records, and a test, training, and
exercise program that will ensure a viable
continuity program;
• Provide planning guidance to NFGs on
development of internal Mission Essential
Functions (MEFs). Guidance will be based
on the requirement of continuing the per
formance of essential functions. (Guidance
for the Federal executive branch is con
tained in Chapter 2 of this Implementation
Plan);
• Make available continuity planning and
exercise funding, in the form of grants as
provided by law, to State, local, territorial,
and tribal governments;
• Establish DHS/FEMA regional and Statelevel Continuity Working Groups (CWGs).
These working groups will, at a minimum,
conduct annual continuity conferences to
address joint Federal and NFG continuity
planning and other elements of a viable
continuity program; and

• Provide critical infrastructure assistance and
support for the Nation’s continuity of op
erations plans and programs in accordance
with guidance in HSPD-7. Organizations
established to support the National Infra
structure Protection Plan will be members
of and support the activities of the Conti
nuity Working Groups.

Office of Personnel Management (OPM)
• Assure that Federal Executive Boards assist
and coordinate continuity efforts before,
during, and after an emergency.

Federal Intelligence and Law Enforcement Communities
• Continue providing intelligence through
existing channels to NFGs as appropriate,
using official processes and communica
tions methods.

State, Local, Territorial, and Tribal Governments
The Federal Government is dependent on
State, local, and other governments, especially
during a crisis. Local governments provide the
local law enforcement, first responders, and the
first line of defense against local threats that
could have national implications. As identified
by the National Response Plan, the primary
responsibility for initial incident response re
mains at the local level.
NFGs are encouraged to consider the following
recommendations:
• Appoint a senior accountable official to be
responsible for planning and implementa
tion of continuity programs for the organi
zation;
• Establish a continuity plan and program
that facilitates the performance of MEFs
during an emergency for a period up to 30
days or longer, until normal operations can
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be resumed, and the capability to be fully
operational at alternate sites or other conti
nuity locations as soon as possible after the
occurrence of an emergency, but not later
than 12 hours after COOP activation;
• Develop succession orders and pre-planned
devolution of authorities in accordance
with applicable law;
• Develop a vital resources, facilities, and
records program that ensures these are
safeguarded and that there is official access
to them. Develop and implement training
to support this program;
• Make provisions for the acquisition of the
resources necessary for continuity opera
tions on an emergency basis;
• Provide for the availability and redundancy
of critical communications capabilities at
alternate sites in order to support connec
tivity between and among key government
leadership, internal elements, and other
organizations, critical partners, and the pub
lic;
• Provide information to Federal intelligence
and law enforcement agencies as appropri
ate and using official processes and com
munications methods;
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• Plan, program, and budget for continuity
capabilities consistent with this Implemen
tation Plan, and provide to DHS grant
funding requests, as provided by law;
• Plan, conduct, and support annual conti
nuity tests, training, exercises, and assess
ments in order to prepare and evaluate
program readiness and ensure adequacy
and viability of continuity plans and com
munications systems;
• Participate in DHS/FEMA Regional and
State Continuity Working Groups and in
the annual continuity conferences conduct
ed by DHS;
• Establish an organizational continuity
working group. States may consider desig
nating their State Emergency Management
Offices to lead their respective continuity
programs and working groups, with sup
port from the National Guard, law enforce
ment, medical, fire, human services, and
other organizations; and
• Develop interoperable communications
capability with Federal, State, local, tribal,
and territorial governments and other
organizations as appropriate to support
continuity and emergency response re
quirements.

Coordination, Communication, and Integration Between Private
Sector Critical Infrustructure Owners and Operators
and the Government

4C

Chapter

OBJECTIVE 4C – To promote
interoperability between the private
sector critical infrastructure owners
and operators and the government.
INTRODUCTION
Private Sector Critical Infrastructure Owners and
Operators have a unique and invaluable role
in ensuring the performance of essential func
tions during a catastrophic emergency. Simi
lar to NFGs, the continued functioning of the
private sector supports the ability of all levels
of government to perform essential functions,
continue Enduring Constitutional Government,
and ensure that essential services are provided
to the Nation’s citizens. Private sector opera
tion during emergencies is critical to a rapid
and effective response to and recovery from a
catastrophic emergency.

KEY CONSIDERATIONS
Private sector organizations should establish
continuity programs that meet the general
objectives of government continuity efforts and
are tailored to their individual missions and cir
cumstances. Identification of activities that sup
port the Federal NEFs and government PMEFs
will help the private sector develop effective
continuity measures and programs. Contin
ued performance of the private sector’s opera
tions will, in certain circumstances, assure the
health, safety, and welfare needs of citizens and
clients, maintain financial stability, and facilitate
rapid and effective response to and recovery
from the domestic consequences of an attack or
other incident. Redundant, interoperable com
munications systems are a key component of a
continuity program.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
The responsibility for preparing and respond
ing to emergencies is shared by government
and the private sector. The private sector
has critical roles in preparing for, responding
to, and recovering from natural or manmade
incidents or disasters. The large and diverse
community of the private sector requires close
coordination and integration with relevant gov
ernment entities.
Requirements for effective private sector conti
nuity programs track closely governmental ob
jectives. Private sector leaders are encouraged
to consider how the responsibilities outlined
for governments in Chapter 4B apply to their
activities. For example, private sector leaders
should identify successors, put in place emer
gency delegations of authority, and plan for
geographic dispersion of staff and infrastruc
ture where appropriate. Both the safeguarding
of vital resources, facilities, and records, and
the acquisition of resources that permit contin
ued operation will permit timely reconstitution
and recovery from catastrophic emergencies
and resumption of normal operations. Com
munications availability, redundancy and con
nectivity between and among key government
leadership and the public are the responsibil
ity of all entities with continuity obligations.
Where appropriate, identification and training
of personnel capable of implementing continu
ity programs should be part of private sector
operations.

ACTIONS AND EXPECTATIONS
Department of Homeland Security
• Develop and promulgate continuity plan
ning guidance for private sector critical
infrastructure owners and operators. Guid
ance and planning for these organizations
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should be integrated into the National
Infrastructure Protection Plan and be sup
ported by Critical Infrastructure/Key Re
sources (CI/KR) Coordinating Councils and
Committees in accordance with guidance in
HSPD-7;
• Make available continuity planning and
exercise funding, in the form of grants as
provided by law, to the private sector;

• Establish a continuity plan and program
that ensures the performance of critical in
frastructure essential functions and services
during an emergency until normal opera
tions can be resumed;

• Provide critical infrastructure assistance and
support for the Nation’s continuity of op
erations plans and programs in accordance
with guidance in HSPD-7. Councils and
committees established to support the Na
tional Infrastructure Protection Plan should
be leveraged to support the activities of the
DHS/FEMA regional and State level Conti
nuity Working Groups (CWGs); and

• Develop a vital resources, facilities, and
records program that ensures these are
safeguarded and that there is official access
to them. Develop and implement training
to support this program;

• Invite the private sector to participate in
government training and exercises, where
appropriate.

• Develop succession orders and preplanned devolution of authorities that en
sure the emergency delegation of authority
when necessary;

Federal Intelligence and Law Enforcement Communities
• Provide intelligence to the private sector
as appropriate and using official processes
and communications methods.

Private Sector Critical Infrastructure Owners and Operators
The Federal Government, in conjunction with
State and local governments, is extremely de
pendent on private sector leaders, especially
during a crisis. The private sector owns and
operates our Nation’s communications back
bone, energy infrastructure, financial networks,
and other key components of our daily lives.
Citizens and government are dependent on the
owners and operators who make these pillars
of our lives work on a daily basis.
Private sector organizations are encouraged to
consider the following recommendations:



• Appoint a senior accountable official to be
responsible for planning and implementa
tion of continuity programs for the organi
zation;
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• Develop procedures for the acquisition of
resources necessary for continuity opera
tions on an emergency basis;

• Provide for the availability and redundancy
of critical communications capabilities at
critical infrastructure sites in order to sup
port connectivity between and among key
government and private sector leadership,
internal elements, other organizations, and
the public;
• Provide intelligence to Federal intelligence
and law enforcement agencies as appropri
ate using official processes and communi
cations methods;
• Plan, program, and budget for continuity
capabilities consistent with this Implemen
tation Plan, and submit to DHS grant fund
ing requests, as provided by law;
• Plan and conduct continuity tests, training,
and exercises, independently or in concert
with government entities, in order to pre
pare and evaluate program readiness and
ensure adequacy and viability of continuity
plans and communications systems;
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• Participate in national infrastructure protec
tion coordinating councils and committees
as identified in the National Infrastructure
Protection Plan, and provide representa
tives, as requested by DHS, to participate in
DHS/FEMA Regional and State Continuity
Working Groups; and

• Establish an organizational continuity
working group.

National Continuity Policy Implementation Plan
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NATIONAL SECURITY PRESIDENTIAL
DIRECTIVE/NSPD-51
HOMELAND SECURITY PRESIDENTIAL
DIRECTIVE/HSPD-20
Subject: National Continuity Policy
Purpose
(1) This directive establishes a comprehensive
national policy on the continuity of Federal
Government structures and operations and a
single National Continuity Coordinator respon
sible for coordinating the development and
implementation of Federal continuity policies.
This policy establishes “National Essential Func
tions,” prescribes continuity requirements for all
executive departments and agencies, and pro
vides guidance for State, local, territorial, and
tribal governments, and private sector organiza
tions in order to ensure a comprehensive and
integrated national continuity program that will
enhance the credibility of our national security
posture and enable a more rapid and effec
tive response to and recovery from a national
emergency.

Definitions

NSPD-51/HSPD-20

(c) “Continuity of Government,” or “COG,”
means a coordinated effort within the Federal
Government’s executive branch to ensure that
National Essential Functions continue to be
performed during a Catastrophic Emergency;
(d) “Continuity of Operations,” or “COOP,”
means an effort within individual executive de
partments and agencies to ensure that Primary
Mission Essential Functions continue to be per
formed during a wide range of emergencies, in
cluding localized acts of nature, accidents, and
technological or attack-related emergencies;
(e) “Enduring Constitutional Government,” or
“ECG,” means a cooperative effort among the
executive, legislative, and judicial branches of
the Federal Government, coordinated by the
President, as a matter of comity with respect to
the legislative and judicial branches and with
proper respect for the constitutional separation
of powers among the branches, to preserve the
constitutional framework under which the Na
tion is governed and the capability of all three
branches of government to execute constitu
tional responsibilities and provide for orderly
succession, appropriate transition of leadership,
and interoperability and support of the National
Essential Functions during a catastrophic emer
gency;

(a) “Category” refers to the categories of execu
tive departments and agencies listed in Annex
A to this directive;

(f) “Executive Departments and Agencies”
means the executive departments enumerated
in 5 U.S.C. 101, independent establishments as
defined by 5 U.S.C. 104(1), Government corpo
rations as defined by 5 U.S.C. 103(1), and the
United States Postal Service;

(b) “Catastrophic Emergency” means any
incident, regardless of location, that results in
extraordinary levels of mass casualties, damage,
or disruption severely affecting the U.S. popula
tion, infrastructure, environment, economy, or
government functions;

(g) “Government Functions” means the collec
tive functions of the heads of executive de
partments and agencies as defined by statute,
regulation, presidential direction, or other legal
authority, and the functions of the legislative
and judicial branches;

(2) In this directive:

0
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(h) “National Essential Functions,” or “NEFs,”
means that subset of Government Functions
that are necessary to lead and sustain the Na
tion during a catastrophic emergency and that,
therefore, must be supported through COOP
and COG capabilities; and
(i) “Primary Mission Essential Functions,” or
“PMEFs,” means those Government Functions
that must be performed in order to support or
implement the performance of NEFs before,
during, and in the aftermath of an emergency.

Policy
(3) It is the policy of the United States to main
tain a comprehensive and effective continuity
capability composed of Continuity of Opera
tions and Continuity of Government programs
in order to ensure the preservation of our form
of government under the Constitution and the
continuing performance of National Essential
Functions under all conditions.

Implementation Actions
(4) Continuity requirements shall be incorporat
ed into daily operations of all executive depart
ments and agencies. As a result of the asym
metric threat environment, adequate warning of
potential emergencies that could pose a signifi
cant risk to the homeland might not be avail
able, and therefore all continuity planning shall
be based on the assumption that no such warn
ing will be received. Emphasis will be placed
upon geographic dispersion of leadership, staff,
and infrastructure in order to increase surviv
ability and maintain uninterrupted Government
Functions. Risk management principles shall be
applied to ensure that appropriate operational
readiness decisions are based on the probabil
ity of an attack or other incident and its conse
quences.
(5) The following NEFs are the foundation for
all continuity programs and capabilities and
represent the overarching responsibilities of the

Federal Government to lead and sustain the
Nation during a crisis, and therefore sustaining
the following NEFs shall be the primary focus
of the Federal Government leadership during
and in the aftermath of an emergency that ad
versely affects the performance of Government
Functions:
(a) Ensuring the continued functioning of our
form of government under the Constitution,
including the functioning of the three separate
branches of government;
(b) Providing leadership visible to the Nation
and the world and maintaining the trust and
confidence of the American people;
(c) Defending the Constitution of the United
States against all enemies, foreign and do
mestic, and preventing or interdicting attacks
against the United States or its people, prop
erty, or interests;
(d) Maintaining and fostering effective relation
ships with foreign nations;
(e) Protecting against threats to the homeland
and bringing to justice perpetrators of crimes or
attacks against the United States or its people,
property, or interests;
(f) Providing rapid and effective response to
and recovery from the domestic consequences
of an attack or other incident;
(g) Protecting and stabilizing the Nation’s
economy and ensuring public confidence in its
financial systems; and
(h) Providing for critical Federal Government
services that address the national health, safety,
and welfare needs of the United States.
(6) The President shall lead the activities of the
Federal Government for ensuring constitutional
government. In order to advise and assist the
President in that function, the Assistant to the
President for Homeland Security and Counter
terrorism (APHS/CT) is hereby designated as
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the National Continuity Coordinator. The Na
tional Continuity Coordinator, in coordination
with the Assistant to the President for National
Security Affairs (APNSA), without exercising
directive authority, shall coordinate the de
velopment and implementation of continuity
policy for executive departments and agencies.
The Continuity Policy Coordination Committee
(CPCC), chaired by a Senior Director from the
Homeland Security Council staff, designated
by the National Continuity Coordinator, shall
be the main day-to-day forum for such policy
coordination.
(7) For continuity purposes, each execu
tive department and agency is assigned to a
category in accordance with the nature and
characteristics of its national security roles
and responsibilities in support of the Federal
Government’s ability to sustain the NEFs. The
Secretary of Homeland Security shall serve
as the President’s lead agent for coordinating
overall continuity operations and activities of
executive departments and agencies, and in
such role shall perform the responsibilities set
forth for the Secretary in sections 10 and 16 of
this directive.
(8) The National Continuity Coordinator, in
consultation with the heads of appropriate ex
ecutive departments and agencies, will lead the
development of a National Continuity Imple
mentation Plan (Plan), which shall include
prioritized goals and objectives, a concept of
operations, performance metrics by which to
measure continuity readiness, procedures for
continuity and incident management activities,
and clear direction to executive department
and agency continuity coordinators, as well as
guidance to promote interoperability of Federal
Government continuity programs and proce
dures with State, local, territorial, and tribal
governments, and private sector owners and
operators of critical infrastructure, as appropri
ate. The Plan shall be submitted to the Presi
dent for approval not later than 90 days after
the date of this directive.

(9) Recognizing that each branch of the Federal
Government is responsible for its own continu
ity programs, an official designated by the Chief
of Staff to the President shall ensure that the
executive branch’s COOP and COG policies in
support of ECG efforts are appropriately coor
dinated with those of the legislative and judicial
branches in order to ensure interoperability and
allocate national assets efficiently to maintain a
functioning Federal Government.
(10) Federal Government COOP, COG, and
ECG plans and operations shall be appropri
ately integrated with the emergency plans and
capabilities of State, local, territorial, and tribal
governments, and private sector owners and
operators of critical infrastructure, as appropri
ate, in order to promote interoperability and to
prevent redundancies and conflicting lines of
authority. The Secretary of Homeland Security
shall coordinate the integration of Federal con
tinuity plans and operations with State, local,
territorial, and tribal governments, and private
sector owners and operators of critical infra
structure, as appropriate, in order to provide
for the delivery of essential services during an
emergency.
(11) Continuity requirements for the Executive
Office of the President (EOP) and executive
departments and agencies shall include the fol
lowing:
(a) The continuation of the performance of
PMEFs during any emergency must be for a
period up to 30 days or until normal operations
can be resumed, and the capability to be fully
operational at alternate sites as soon as possible
after the occurrence of an emergency, but not
later than 12 hours after COOP activation;
(b) Succession orders and pre-planned devolu
tion of authorities that ensure the emergency
delegation of authority must be planned and
documented in advance in accordance with ap
plicable law;
(c) Vital resources, facilities, and records must
be safeguarded, and official access to them
must be provided;
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(d) Provision must be made for the acquisition
of the resources necessary for continuity opera
tions on an emergency basis;
(e) Provision must be made for the availabil
ity and redundancy of critical communications
capabilities at alternate sites in order to support
connectivity between and among key gov
ernment leadership, internal elements, other
executive departments and agencies, critical
partners, and the public;
(f) Provision must be made for reconstitution
capabilities that allow for recovery from a cata
strophic emergency and resumption of normal
operations; and
(g) Provision must be made for the identifica
tion, training, and preparedness of personnel
capable of relocating to alternate facilities to
support the continuation of the performance of
PMEFs.
(12) In order to provide a coordinated response
to escalating threat levels or actual emergen
cies, the Continuity of Government Readiness
Conditions (COGCON) system establishes
executive branch continuity program readiness
levels, focusing on possible threats to the Na
tional Capital Region. The President will deter
mine and issue the COGCON Level. Executive
departments and agencies shall comply with
the requirements and assigned responsibilities
under the COGCON program. During COOP
activation, executive departments and agencies
shall report their readiness status to the Sec
retary of Homeland Security or the Secretary’s
designee.
(13) The Director of the Office of Management
and Budget shall:
(a) Conduct an annual assessment of executive
department and agency continuity funding re
quests and performance data that are submitted
by executive departments and agencies as part
of the annual budget request process, in order
to monitor progress in the implementation of the
Plan and the execution of continuity budgets;

(b) In coordination with the National Continuity
Coordinator, issue annual continuity planning
guidance for the development of continuity
budget requests; and
(c) Ensure that heads of executive depart
ments and agencies prioritize budget resources
for continuity capabilities, consistent with this
directive.
(14) The Director of the Office of Science and
Technology Policy shall:
(a) Define and issue minimum requirements
for continuity communications for executive
departments and agencies, in consultation with
the APHS/CT, the APNSA, the Director of the
Office of Management and Budget, and the
Chief of Staff to the President;
(b) Establish requirements for, and monitor
the development, implementation, and main
tenance of, a comprehensive communications
architecture to integrate continuity components,
in consultation with the APHS/CT, the APNSA,
the Director of the Office of Management and
Budget, and the Chief of Staff to the President;
and
(c) Review quarterly and annual assessments
of continuity communications capabilities, as
prepared pursuant to section 16(d) of this direc
tive or otherwise, and report the results and
recommended remedial actions to the National
Continuity Coordinator.
(15) An official designated by the Chief of Staff
to the President shall:
(a) Advise the President, the Chief of Staff to
the President, the APHS/CT, and the APNSA on
COGCON operational execution options; and
(b) Consult with the Secretary of Homeland
Security in order to ensure synchronization and
integration of continuity activities among the
four categories of executive departments and
agencies.
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(16) The Secretary of Homeland Security shall:
(a) Coordinate the implementation, execution,
and assessment of continuity operations and
activities;

biennial assessment of the foreign and domes
tic threats to the Nation’s continuity of govern
ment.

(b) Develop and promulgate Federal Continuity
Directives in order to establish continuity plan
ning requirements for executive departments
and agencies;

(18) The Secretary of Defense, in coordination
with the Secretary of Homeland Security, shall
provide secure, integrated, Continuity of Gov
ernment communications to the President, the
Vice President, and, at a minimum, Category I
executive departments and agencies.

(c) Conduct biennial assessments of individual
department and agency continuity capabilities
as prescribed by the Plan and report the results
to the President through the APHS/CT;

(19) Heads of executive departments and agen
cies shall execute their respective department
or agency COOP plans in response to a local
ized emergency and shall:

(d) Conduct quarterly and annual assessments
of continuity communications capabilities in
consultation with an official designated by the
Chief of Staff to the President;

(a) Appoint a senior accountable official, at
the Assistant Secretary level, as the Continuity
Coordinator for the department or agency;

(e) Develop, lead, and conduct a Federal con
tinuity training and exercise program, which
shall be incorporated into the National Exercise
Program developed pursuant to Homeland Se
curity Presidential Directive-8 of December 17,
2003 (“National Preparedness”), in consultation
with an official designated by the Chief of Staff
to the President;
(f) Develop and promulgate continuity planning
guidance to State, local, territorial, and tribal
governments, and private sector critical infra
structure owners and operators;
(g) Make available continuity planning and
exercise funding, in the form of grants as
provided by law, to State, local, territorial, and
tribal governments, and private sector critical
infrastructure owners and operators; and
(h) As Executive Agent of the National Com
munications System, develop, implement, and
maintain a comprehensive continuity communi
cations architecture.
(17) The Director of National Intelligence, in
coordination with the Attorney General and the
Secretary of Homeland Security, shall produce a
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(b) Identify and submit to the National Con
tinuity Coordinator the list of PMEFs for the
department or agency and develop continuity
plans in support of the NEFs and the continua
tion of essential functions under all conditions;
(c) Plan, program, and budget for continuity
capabilities consistent with this directive;
(d) Plan, conduct, and support annual tests and
training, in consultation with the Secretary of
Homeland Security, in order to evaluate pro
gram readiness and ensure adequacy and vi
ability of continuity plans and communications
systems; and
(e) Support other continuity requirements, as
assigned by category, in accordance with the
nature and characteristics of its national secu
rity roles and responsibilities.

General Provisions
(20) This directive shall be implemented in
a manner that is consistent with, and facili
tates effective implementation of, provisions
of the Constitution concerning succession to
the Presidency or the exercise of its powers,
and the Presidential Succession Act of 1947
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(3 U.S.C.19), with consultation of the Vice
President and, as appropriate, others involved.
Heads of executive departments and agencies
shall ensure that appropriate support is avail
able to the Vice President and others involved
as necessary to be prepared at all times to
implement those provisions.
(21) This directive:
(a) Shall be implemented consistent with ap
plicable law and the authorities of agencies, or
heads of agencies, vested by law, and subject
to the availability of appropriations;
(b) Shall not be construed to impair or other
wise affect (i) the functions of the Director of
the Office of Management and Budget relating
to budget, administrative, and legislative propos
als, or (ii) the authority of the Secretary of De
fense over the Department of Defense, includ
ing the chain of command for military forces
from the President, to the Secretary of Defense,
to the commander of military forces, or military
command and control procedures; and

(c) Is not intended to, and does not, create any
rights or benefits, substantive or procedural,
enforceable at law or in equity by a party
against the United States, its agencies, instru
mentalities, or entities, its officers, employees,
or agents, or any other person.
(22) Revocation. Presidential Decision Direc
tive 67 of October 21, 1998 (“Enduring Consti
tutional Government and Continuity of Gov
ernment Operations”), including all Annexes
thereto, is hereby revoked.
(23) Annex A and the classified Continuity
Annexes, attached hereto, are hereby incorpo
rated into and made a part of this directive.
(24) Security. This directive and the informa
tion contained herein shall be protected from
unauthorized disclosure, provided that, excepts
for Annex A, the Annexes attached to this di
rective are classified and shall be accorded ap
propriate handling, consistent with applicable
Executive Orders.
GEORGE W. BUSH

National Continuity Policy Implementation Plan
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Appendix

List of Department and Agency
Categories
(Annex A to NSPD-51/HSPD-20)

NSPD-51/HSPD-20 Annex A

j. Central Intelligence Agency
(3) Category II, Federal departments and agen
cies:

NATIONAL SECURITY PRESIDENTIAL
DIRECTIVE-51
HOMELAND SECURITY PRESIDENTIAL
DIRECTIVE-20

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

NATIONAL CONTINUITY POLICY
ANNEX A
CATEGORIES OF DEPARTMENTS AND
AGENCIES

f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.

(1) In accordance with NSPD-51/HSPD-20,
National Continuity, Federal departments and
agencies are assigned to one of four categories
commensurate with their COOP/COG/ECG
responsibilities during an emergency. These
categories shall be used for continuity planning,
communications requirements, emergency op
erations capabilities and other related require
ments.
(2) Category I, Federal departments and agen
cies:
a. Department of State
b. Department of the Treasury
c. Department of Defense, including U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers
d. Department of Justice, including the Fed
eral Bureau of Investigation
e. Department of Health and Human Services
f. Department of Transportation
g. Department of Energy
h. Department of Homeland Security, includ
ing
a. Federal Emergency Management
Agency
b. United States Secret Service
c. National Communications Systemi.
i. Office of the Director of National Intelligence
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m.
n.
o.
p.

Department of Interior
Department of Agriculture
Department of Commerce
Department of Labor
Department of Housing and Urban Devel
opment
Department of Education
Department of Veterans Affairs
Environmental Protection Agency
Federal Communications Commission
Federal Reserve System
General Services Administration
National Archives and Records Administra
tion
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Personnel Management
Social Security Administration
United States Postal Service

(4) Category III,
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.

Commodity Futures Trading Commission
Export-Import Bank of the United States
Farm Credit Administration
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
Federal Mediation and Conciliation Service
National Aeronautics and Space Adminis
tration
National Credit Union Administration
National Labor Relations Board
National Science Foundation
Railroad Retirement Board
Security and Exchange Commission
Small Business Administration
Tennessee Valley Authority

(5) Category IV,
All executive branch organizations, including
all commission, boards, bureaus, and members
of the Small Agency Council, not otherwise
identified in Categories I, II, or III.

C
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Appendix

For the purposes of the National Continuity Policy Implementation Plan:

ACRONYMS
APHS/CT

Assistant to the President for Homeland Security
and Counterterrorism

APNSA

Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs

BIA

Business Impact Analysis

BPA

Business Process Analysis

CAG

Continuity Advisory Group

CAP

Corrective Action Program System

CCA

Continuity Communications Architecture

CI/KR

Critical Infrastructure and Key Resources

COG

Continuity of Government

COGCON

Continuity of Government Readiness Conditions

COOP

Continuity of Operations

CPCC

White House Homeland Security Council Continuity Policy
Coordination Committee

CWG

Continuity Working Group

D/A

Departments and Agencies of the Federal Executive Branch

DEFCON

Defense Readiness Conditions

DHS

Department of Homeland Security

DNI

Director of National Intelligence

DOD

Department of Defense

EAS

Emergency Alert System

ECG

Enduring Constitutional Government

National Continuity Policy Implementation Plan
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ESF

Emergency Support Function

FCC

Federal Communications Commission

FCD

Federal Continuity Directive

FEA

Federal Executive Associations

FEB

Federal Executive Board

FEMA

Federal Emergency Management Agency

FOC

FEMA Operations Center

FPCON

Department of Defense Force Protection Conditions

GSA

General Services Administration

HSAS

Homeland Security Advisory System

HSC

White House Homeland Security Council

HSDN

Homeland Security Data Network

HSEEP

Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation Program

HSIN

Homeland Security Information Network

HSPD

Homeland Security Presidential Directive

IAB

Interagency Board

IMPT

Department of Homeland Security Incident Management
Planning Team

IPAWS

Integrated Public Alert Warning System

IT

Information Technology

JFO

Joint Field Office

MEF

Mission Essential Function

NARA

National Archives and Records Administration

NAWAS

National Alert Warning System

NCC

National Continuity Coordinator

NCCC

National Command and Coordination Capability
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NCR

National Capital Region

NCS

National Communications System

NEEP

National Exercise and Evaluation Program

NEP

National Exercise Program

NEF

National Essential Function

NFG

Non-Federal Governments, including State, local, territorial, and tribal
governments

NICC

National Infrastructure Coordinating Center

NIMS

National Incident Management System

NIPP

National Infrastructure Protection Program

NOAA

National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

NOC

Department of Homeland Security National Operations Center

NRCC

Department of Homeland Security National Response Coordinating
Center

NRP

National Response Plan

NSC

National Security Council

NSPD-51/HSPD-20

National Security Presidential Directive-51 and Homeland Security
Presidential Directive-20.

OMB

Office of Management and Budget

OPM

Office of Personnel Management

OSTP

Office of Science and Technology Policy

PMEF

Primary Mission Essential Function

RRCC

Regional Response Coordination Centers

RRS

Readiness Reporting System

SAC

Small Agency Council

TT&E

Test, Training, and Exercise

WAWAS

Washington Metropolitan Area Warning System

National Continuity Policy Implementation Plan
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DEFINITION OF TERMS
Alternate facilities – Locations, other than the
primary facility, used to carry out essential
functions, particularly in a continuity situation.
Biennial Continuity Assessments – An evaluation
every two years of a department or agencies
cumulative, integrated Continuity Capability.
Business Impact Analysis – A method of identi
fying the effects of failing to perform a function
or requirement.
Business Process Analysis – A method of exam
ining, identifying, and mapping the functional
processes, workflows, activities, personnel ex
pertise, systems, data, and facilities inherent to
the execution of a function or requirement.
Catastrophic Emergency – Any incident, regard
less of location, that results in extraordinary
levels of mass casualties, damage, or disruption
severely affecting the U.S. population, infra
structure, environment, economy, or govern
ment functions.
Category – Refers to the categories of execu
tive departments and agencies listed in Annex
A to NSPD-51/HSPD-20 and Appendix B to this
Implementation Plan.
COGCON – The Continuity of Government
Readiness Condition system is a means to
establish, measure, and report the readiness of
executive branch continuity programs inde
pendent of other Federal Government readi
ness systems. (See Appendix D for a detailed
matrix.)
Communications – Voice, video, and data ca
pabilities that enable the leadership and staff
to conduct the mission essential functions of
the organization. Robust communications help
ensure that the leadership receives coordinated,
integrated policy and operational advice and
recommendations and will provide the abil
ity for governments and the private sector to

0
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communicate internally and with other entities
(including with other Federal agencies, State,
local, territorial, and tribal governments, and
the private sector) as necessary to perform their
Mission Essential Functions.
Continuity Capability – The ability of an orga
nization to continue performance of Essential
Functions, utilizing Continuity of Operations
and Continuity of Government programs and
integrated, day-to-day operations with a pri
mary goal of ensuring the preservation of our
form of government under the Constitution and
the continuing performance of National Essen
tial Functions under all conditions. Built from
the foundation of continuity planning and con
tinuity program management, the key pillars
of continuity capability are Leadership, Staff,
Communications, and Facilities.
Continuity Communications Architecture (CCA)
- An integrated, comprehensive, interoperable
information architecture, developed utilizing
the OMB-sanctioned Federal Enterprise Archi
tecture Framework, that describes the data,
systems, applications, technical standards, and
underlying infrastructure required to ensure
that Federal executive branch departments and
agencies can execute their Primary Mission Es
sential Functions and Mission Essential Func
tions in support of National Essential Functions
and continuity requirements under all circum
stances.
Continuity Coordinators – Representatives of
the executive branch departments and agencies
at the Assistant Secretary (or equivalent) level.
Continuity of Government (COG) – A coordi
nated effort within the Federal Government’s
executive branch to ensure that National Essen
tial Functions continue to be performed during
a Catastrophic Emergency.
Continuity of Operations (COOP) – An effort
within individual executive departments and
agencies to ensure that Primary Mission Esse
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tial Functions continue to be performed during
a wide range of emergencies, including local
ized acts of nature, accidents, and technological
or attack-related emergencies.
Continuity Policy Coordination Committee
(CPCC) – A committee led by HSC established
to comprehensively address national level
continuity program coordination, integration,
oversight, and management. This forum institu
tionalizes national security policy development,
implementation, and oversight for continuity
programs. The Committee serves in a continu
ity oversight and management role with mem
bership at the Assistant Secretary level from the
following organizations: the Office of the Vice
President; the Homeland and National Security
Councils; the White House Military Office; the
Office of Management and Budget; the Office
of Science and Technology Policy; the Depart
ments of State, Treasury, Defense, Justice, and
Homeland Security; the Director of National
Intelligence; the Central Intelligence Agency;
the Federal Bureau of Investigation; the United
States Secret Service; the Federal Emergency
Management Agency; and the Joint Chiefs of
Staff. Other observers may be invited to attend.
Continuity Program Management Cycle – An
ongoing, cyclical model of planning, training,
evaluating, and implementing corrective actions
for continuity capabilities.
Corrective Action Program System – The Correc
tive Action Program (CAP) System is a webbased application that allows Federal, State,
and local emergency response and homeland
security officials to track and analyze Improve
ment Plans. The Department of Homeland
Security is developing this system as part of a
larger effort to systematically translate Home
land Security Exercise and Evaluation Program
(HSEEP) outputs—including findings, areas
for improvement, recommendations, lessons
learned, and best practices—into meaningful
inputs for homeland security plans, programs,
and budgets.

field levels, and all other organizational loca
tions. Generally, pre-determined delegations of
authority will take effect when normal channels
of direction are disrupted and terminate when
these channels have resumed.
Devolution of authority – The passing of an
unexercised right, devolution of authority is
an essential planning requirement for depart
ments and agencies manifested as a formal list
of personnel who are pre-delegated the author
ity and responsibility to assume leadership of
organizational elements within a department or
agency with the approval of the department or
agency head.
“Dirty bomb” – A type of radiological dispersal
device (RDD) that combines a conventional
explosive with radioactive material.
Emergency Alert System (EAS) – A national com
munications network and public warning sys
tem started in 1994 that replaced the Emergen
cy Broadcast System jointly administered by the
Federal Communications Commission, FEMA,
and the National Weather Service. The System
requires broadcasters, cable television systems,
wireless cable systems, satellite digital audio
radio service (SDARS) providers and, effective
in May 2007, direct broadcast satellite (DBS)
service providers to provide the communica
tions capability to the President to address the
American public during a national emergency.
The system also may be used by state and lo
cal authorities to deliver important emergency
information such as AMBER alerts and weather
information targeted to a specific area.
Emergency Support Function (ESF) – From the
National Response Plan (NRP), a grouping of
government and certain private-sector capabili
ties into an organizational structure to provide
support, resources, and services. The NRP
groups functions as follows:

Delegation of authority – Identification, by
position, of the authorities for making policy
determinations and decisions at headquarters,
National Continuity Policy Implementation Plan
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ESF #1

Transportation

ESF #2

Communications

ESF #3

Public Works and Engineering

ESF #4

Firefighting

ESF #5

Emergency Management

ESF #6

Mass Care, Housing, and Human Services

ESF #7

Resource Support

ESF #8

Public Health and Medical Services

ESF #9

Urban Search and Rescue

ESF #10

Oil and Hazardous Materials Response

ESF #11

Agriculture and Natural Resources

ESF #12

Energy

ESF #13

Public Safety and Security

ESF #14

Long-Term Community Recovery and
Mitigation

ESF #15

External Affairs

Enduring Constitutional Government (ECG) –
A cooperative effort among the executive,
legislative, and judicial branches of the Federal
Government, coordinated by the President, as
a matter of comity with respect to the legisla
tive and judicial branches and with proper
respect for the constitutional separation of
powers among the branches, to preserve the
constitutional framework under which the Na
tion is governed and the capability of all three
branches of government to execute constitu
tional responsibilities and provide for orderly
succession, appropriate transition of leadership,
and interoperability and support of the National
Essential Functions during a catastrophic emer
gency.
Essential Functions – The critical activities that
are performed by organizations, especially after
a disruption of normal activities. There are
three categories of essential functions: National
Essential Functions (NEFs), Primary Mission Es
sential Functions (PMEFs), and Mission Essential
Functions (MEFs).
Executive Departments and Agencies – The
executive departments enumerated in 5 U.S.C.
101, independent establishments as defined
by 5 U.S.C. 104(1), Government corporations
as defined by 5 U.S.C. 103(1), and the United
States Postal Service.
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Facilities – Locations where leadership and
staffs may operate. Leadership and staff may
be co-located in one facility or dispersed
through many locations, connected virtually
through communications systems. Facilities
must be able to provide survivable protection
and enable continued, endurable operations.
Federal Continuity Directive (FCD) – A docu
ment developed and promulgated by DHS, in
coordination with the CAG and in consultation
with the Continuity PCC, which directs execu
tive branch departments and agencies to carry
out identified continuity planning requirements
and assessment criteria.
Federal Executive Associations (FEAs) – A fo
rum, modeled after but independent of the Fed
eral Executive Boards, for communication and
collaboration among Federal agencies outside
of Washington, DC, utilized to help coordinate
the field activities of Federal departments and
agencies primarily in localized sections of the
Nation.
Federal Executive Boards (FEBs) – A forum,
established by Presidential Directive in 1961,
for communication and collaboration among
Federal agencies outside of Washington, DC,
utilized to help coordinate the field activities of
Federal departments and agencies primarily in
our Nation’s larger cities. With approximately
88% of all Federal employees working outside
of the National Capital Region, the national
network of 28 FEBs serves as a cornerstone for
strategic partnership in government.
FEMA Operations Center (FOC) – A continu
ously operating entity of the Department of
Homeland Security responsible for monitoring
emergency operations and promulgating notifi
cation of changes to the COGCON status.
Government Functions – The collective func
tions of the heads of executive departments
and agencies as defined by statute, regulation,
presidential direction, or other legal authority,
and the functions of the legislative and judicial
branches.
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Homeland Security Advisory System – A series
of tools used by the Department of Homeland
Security to provide guidance to the public on
the status of our homeland security. The sys
tem combines threat information with vulnera
bility assessments and communicates this infor
mation to public safety officials and the public.
The System includes Homeland Security Threat
Advisories, Homeland Security Information Bul
letins, and the Threat Level System.
Homeland Security Data Network (HSDN) – A
communications system and IT infrastructure
used by the Department of Homeland Security
to streamline and merge classified networks
into a single, integrated network which is being
designed to become a major secure information
thoroughfare joining together intelligence agen
cies, law enforcement, disaster management,
and front-line disaster response organizations.
Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation
Program (HSEEP) – The NEP utilizes the HSEEP
as the common methodology for exercises.
HSEEP is a capabilities- and performancebased exercise program that provides standard
ized policy, doctrine, and terminology for the
design, development, conduct, and evaluation
of homeland security exercises. HSEEP also
provides tools and resources to facilitate the
management of self-sustaining homeland secu
rity exercise programs.
Homeland Security Information Bulletins
– Guidance for Federal, State, local, and other
governments; private sector organizations;
and international partners concerned with
our Nation’s critical infrastructures that do not
meet the timeliness, specificity, or significance
thresholds of warning messages. Bulletins
often include statistical reports, periodic sum
maries, incident response or reporting guide
lines, common vulnerabilities and patches, and
configuration standards or tools.
Homeland Security Information Network (HSIN)
– A communications system and IT infrastruc
ture used by the Department of Homeland
Security to transmit sensitive but unclassified

information. The HSIN serves as a nationwide
information-sharing and collaboration tool and
is intended to offer real-time chat and instant
messaging capability as well as a document
library that contains reports from multiple
Federal, State, and local sources. HSIN features
suspicious incident information and analysis of
terrorist threats, tactics, and weapons. HSIN
includes over 35 communities of interest, such
as emergency management, law enforcement,
counterterrorism, States, and private sector
communities. Each community of interest has
Web pages that are tailored for the community
and contain general and community-specific
news articles, links, and contact information.
HSIN features include a document library, a
discussion thread/bulletin board capability, and
a chat tool among others.
Homeland Security Threat Advisories – Guid
ance provided to Federal, State, local, and
other governments; private sector organiza
tions; and international partners with action
able information about an incident involving,
or a threat targeting, critical national networks,
infrastructures, or key assets. The Threat Advi
sories includes products formerly named alerts,
advisories, and sector notifications.
Homeland Security Threat Level System – A
color-coded system used to communicate with
public safety officials and the public at-large
through a threat-based, color-coded system so
that protective measures can be implemented
to reduce the likelihood of impact of an attack.
Integrated Public Alert Warning System (IPAWS)
– Pursuant to Executive Order 13407, IPAWS
is a comprehensive DHS/FEMA program, in
partnership with NOAA, the FCC, and other
public and private stakeholders, begun in 2004
to improve public alert and warning. The sys
tem will deliver digitally-based alert and warn
ing messages to radio and television stations,
personal computers, cell phones and other
consumer wireless devices. The System seeks
to upgrade EAS, enhance NAWAS, and begin
other pilot programs, among other initiatives
for current technological options.

National Continuity Policy Implementation Plan
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Interagency Board – A working group estab
lished by the NCC to review and recommend
validation of potential PMEFs submitted by
departments and agencies for submission to the
NCC for final approval.

Mission Essential Functions – The limited set
of department- and agency-level government
functions that must be continued throughout,
or resumed rapidly after, a disruption of normal
activities.

Joint Field Office (JFO) – The JFO is a tempo
rary Federal facility established locally to pro
vide a central point for Federal, State, local, and
tribal executives with responsibility for incident
oversight, direction, and/or assistance to effec
tively coordinate protection, prevention, pre
paredness, response, and recovery actions. The
JFO utilizes the scalable organizational structure
of the NIMS in the context of both pre-incident
and post-incident management activities. The
JFO organization adapts to the magnitude and
complexity of the situation at hand, and incor
porates the NIMS principles regarding span of
control and organizational structure by utiliz
ing the Operations, Planning, Logistics, and
Finance/Administration Sections. Although
the JFO uses an ICS structure, the JFO does
not manage on-scene operations. Instead, the
JFO focuses on providing support to on-scene
efforts and conducting broader support opera
tions that may extend beyond the incident site.
When incidents impact multiple States or locali
ties, multiple JFOs may be established. In these
situations, one of the JFOs may be identified
(typically in the most heavily impacted area) to
serve as the primary JFO and provide strategic
leadership and coordination for the overall in
cident management effort, as designated by the
Secretary of Homeland Security.

National Alert Warning System (NAWAS) – Oper
ated and maintained by FEMA, the NAWAS was
originally created as part of the Civil Defense
Act of 1950 in order to pass emergency infor
mation to the American public regarding an
actual attack or an accidental missile launch
against the United States. The NAWAS is avail
able on a 24/7 basis as a non-secure, continu
ous, private line, telephone system and is used
to convey warnings to Federal, State, and local
governments, as well as the military and civil
populations. Although the original mission
of NAWAS was to warn of an enemy attack or
missile launch, the Robert T. Stafford Disaster
Relief and Emergency Assistance Act of 1974
expanded the NAWAS mission to include warn
ing for acts of terrorism, as well as natural and
technological disasters and events. NAWAS is
used by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric
Administration (NOAA) to pass severe weather
alerts as conditions develop as well and to pass
critical sheltering information in the event these
severe weather conditions materialize. There
are currently approximately 2050 NAWAS drops
(referred to as Warning points) across the Na
tion, to include Alaska, Hawaii, Puerto Rico,
and the US Virgin Islands.

Leadership – The senior decision-makers desig
nated to head an organization (e.g., President,
Cabinet Secretary, Governor, Chief Executive
Officer, or manager). Ensuring survivable lead
ership is accomplished by physically protect
ing the person (sheltering in place or relocat
ing away from the threat), as well as having a
prioritized list of designated successors. The
designation as a successor enables a person to
act for and exercise the powers of the principal
in the event of death, permanent disability, or
resignation.
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National Capital Region (NCR) – The National
Capital Region was created pursuant to the
National Capital Planning Act of 1952 (40 U.S.C.
§ 71). The Act defined the NCR as the District
of Columbia; Montgomery and Prince George’s
Counties of Maryland; Arlington, Fairfax,
Loudon, and Prince William Counties of Vir
ginia; and all cities now or here after existing
in Maryland or Virginia within the geographic
area bounded by the outer boundaries of the
combined area of said counties. The NCR
includes the District of Columbia and eleven
local jurisdictions in the State of Maryland and
the Commonwealth of Virginia.
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National Command and Coordination Capability
(NCCC) – The NCCC is the means to provide
the President and Vice President with the abil
ity to respond deliberately and appropriately
to any crisis. It includes responsive, reliable,
survivable, and robust processes and systems to
command, control, and coordinate operations
among Federal, State, tribal, insular, and local
governments, as required.

as well as members of the private sector, and,
at times, our international partners. The NEP
has developed common policy and guidance
and has established collaborative management
processes and tools to link its partners and
stakeholders nationwide. Lessons learned and
peer-validated best practices identified through
exercises and actual incidents are made avail
able to the homeland security community.

National Communications System (NCS) – An
organization within DHS, the NCS assists the
President, the National Security Council, the
Director of OSTP, and the Director of OMB
in (1) the exercise of the telecommunications
functions and responsibilities and (2) the coor
dination of the planning for and provision of
national security and emergency preparedness
communications for the Federal Government
under all circumstances, including crisis or
emergency, attack, and recovery and reconstitu
tion.

National Incident Management System (NIMS)
– HSPD-5 directed the Secretary of Homeland
Security to develop and administer a National
Incident Management System to integrate effec
tive practices in emergency preparedness and
response into a comprehensive national frame
work for incident management. The NIMS will
enable responders at all levels to work together
more effectively to manage domestic incidents
no matter what the cause, size, or complex
ity. NIMS benefits include a unified approach
to incident management; standard command
and management structures; and emphasis on
preparedness, mutual aid, and resource man
agement.

National Essential Functions (NEFs) – The eight
functions and overarching responsibilities of the
Federal Government to lead and sustain the Na
tion that the President and national leadership
will focus on during a catastrophic emergency
that, therefore, must be supported through con
tinuity capabilities.
National Exercise and Evaluation Program
(NEEP) – NEP utilizes the NEEP to evaluate
homeland security-related exercises and make
improvements for the future.
National Exercise Program (NEP) – HSPD-8
directed the establishment of the NEP under
the leadership of the Secretary of Homeland
Security. The NEP is the Nation’s overarching
exercise program formulated by the National
Security Council/Homeland Security Coun
cil, and executed by the Federal Interagency.
The NEP serves as the principal mechanism
for examining the preparation of the Federal
executive branch and adopting policy changes
that might improve such preparation. The NEP
is DHS’s principal mechanism for training and
exercising officials at all levels of government,

National Infrastructure Coordinating Center
(NICC) – A DHS entity, which operates 24
hours a day, seven days a week, to maintain
operational and situational awareness of the
nation’s critical infrastructure and key resources
and to provide a process and mechanism for
coordination and information sharing with gov
ernment and industry partners.
National Infrastructure Protection Plan (NIPP)
– Pursuant to HSPD-7, the NIPP provides a co
ordinated approach to critical infrastructure and
key resources (CI/KR) protection roles and re
sponsibilities for Federal, State, local, tribal, and
private sector security partners. The NIPP sets
national priorities, goals, and requirements for
effective distribution of funding and resources
which will help ensure that our government,
economy, and public services continue in the
event of a terrorist attack or other disaster. The
plan is based on the following:
• Strong public-private partnerships which
will foster relationships and facilitate coor
dination within and across CI/KR sectors.
National Continuity Policy Implementation Plan
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• Robust multi-directional information shar
ing which will enhance the ability to assess
risks, make prudent security investments,
and take protective action.
• Risk management framework establish
ing processes for combining consequence,
vulnerability, and threat information to
produce a comprehensive, systematic, and
rational assessment of national or sector
risk.
National Operations Center (NOC) – A DHS
entity, which operates 24 hours a day, seven
days a week, which is the primary nationallevel hub for domestic situational awareness,
common operational picture, information fu
sion, information sharing, communications, and
coordination pertaining to the prevention of
terrorist attacks and domestic incident manage
ment. The NOC is responsible for collecting
and fusing information from Federal, State,
territorial, tribal, local, and private sector agen
cies. Information on domestic incident man
agement is shared with Emergency Operations
Centers at all levels through the Homeland
Security Information Network.
National Preparedness Goal – A requirement of
HSPD-8 to define “standards for preparedness
assessments and strategies, and a system for
assessing the Nation’s overall preparedness to
respond to major events, especially those in
volving acts of terrorism.” The Goal establishes
measurable priorities, targets, and a common
approach to developing needed capabilities.
The Goal includes seven priorities for national
preparedness: two overarching priorities and
five priorities to build specific capabilities.

The overarching priorities of the National
Preparedness Goal are to:
• Implement the National Incident Man
agement System and National Response
Plan
• Expand regional collaboration and
• Implement the Interim National Infra
structure Protection Plan.
The priorities for specific capabilities are to:
• Strengthen information sharing and col
laboration capabilities;
• Strengthen interoperable communica
tions capabilities;
• Strengthen chemical, biological, radia
tion, nuclear, and explosive weapons
(CBRNE) detection, response, and de
contamination capabilities; and
• Strengthen medical surge and mass pro
phylaxis capabilities.
National Response Coordinating Center (NRCC)
– An entity of DHS’s National Operations
Center (NOC) that monitors, on a 24/7 basis
or as required, potential or developing in
cidents and supports the efforts of regional
and field components, including coordinating
the preparedness of national-level emergency
response teams and resources; initiating mis
sion assignments or reimbursable agreements to
activate other Federal departments and agen
cies in coordination with the NOC and Regional
Response Coordination Centers; and activating
and deploying national-level specialized teams.
In addition, the NOC/NRCC resolve Federal
resource support conflicts and other implemen
tation issues forwarded by Joint Field Offices.
Primary Mission Essential Functions (PMEFs)
– Those department and agency Mission Es
sential Functions, validated by the NCC, which
must be performed in order to support the
performance of NEFs before, during, and in the
aftermath of an emergency. PMEFs need to be
continuous or resumed within 12 hours after an
event and maintained for up to 30 days or until
normal operations can be resumed.
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Readiness Reporting System (RRS) – Department
of Homeland Security program to collect and
manage continuity capability data and assess
ments of executive branch departments and
agencies and their status to perform their Prior
ity Mission Essential Functions (PMEFs) in sup
port of the National Essential Functions (NEFs).
The RRS will be used to conduct assessments
and track capabilities at all times under all con
ditions, to include natural disasters, manmade
incidents, terrorism, and war.
Regional Response Coordination Center (RRCC)
– The RRCC is a standing facility operated by
DHS/FEMA that coordinates regional response
efforts, establishes Federal priorities, and imple
ments local Federal program support until a
JFO is established in the field and/or other key
DHS incident management officials can as
sume their NRP coordination responsibilities.
The RRCC establishes communications with the
affected State Emergency Operations Center
(EOC) and the NOC-NRCC, coordinates deploy
ment of the Emergency Response Team–Ad
vance Element (ERT-A) to field locations, as
sesses damage information, develops situation
reports, and issues initial mission assignments.

security mission areas: Prevent, Protect, Re
spond, and Recover. The List defines and pro
vides the basis for assessing preparedness. It
also establishes national targets for the capabili
ties to prepare the Nation for major all-hazards
events, such as those defined by the National
Planning Scenarios. The current version of the
TCL contains 37 core capabilities.
Washington Metropolitan Area Warning System
(WAWAS) – The Washington Area Warning Sys
tem (WAWAS), is a portion of the NAWAS, but
is not tied directly to the NAWAS. It is oper
ated and maintained by the FEMA Operations
Center. While the NAWAS is nationwide, the
WAWAS is dedicated to the Washington, DC,
metropolitan area. On a day-to-day basis, the
DC Office of Emergency Management man
ages the WAWAS due to the amount of local
information disseminated across the system.
OPM uses the WAWAS to pass duty information
to the various Federal departments and agen
cies located in the Washington, DC, area in the
event of bad weather or other business affect
ing government operations.

Staff – Those personnel, both senior and core
personnel, that provide the leadership advice,
recommendations, and the functional support
necessary to continue essential operations.
Target Capabilities List – A component of the
National Preparedness Goal from HSPD-8
which describes and sets targets for the capa
bilities required to achieve the four homeland

National Continuity Policy Implementation Plan
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COGCON Matrix

Appendix

Readiness
Level

COGCON 4

COGCON 3

COGCON 2

D e p a r t m e n t
Operations



A g e n c y

Staffing Level

• Continue to perform headquarters busi

• No staffing required at alter

ness functions at normal location(s)
• Maintain alternate operating facility(ies)
in accordance with agency continuity
plans to ensure readiness for activation
at all times
• Conduct training and exercise activities
in accordance with agency continuity
and Test, Training, and Exercise (TTE)
plan(s) to ensure personnel readiness

nate operating facility(ies)
• Maintain normal delegations
and devolution of authority
to ensure performance of
essential functions to respond
to a no-notice event

• Continue to perform headquarters busi

• No staffing required at alter

( D / A )
Time to Transition to
Successive Stages

• Continuity plan is fully

operational within
12 hours

ness functions at normal location(s)
• Maintain alternate operating facility(ies)
in accordance with agency continuity
plans to ensure readiness for activation
at all times
• Conduct additional training activities to
increase personnel readiness (e.g. Team
tabletops, review recall lists, review
plans and procedures)

• Continuity plan is fully
nate operating facility(ies)
operational within
unless necessary to meet
8 hours
8-hour operational require
• 4 hours to COGCON 2
ment.
• Maintain normal delegations
and devolution of authority
to ensure performance of
essential functions to respond
to a no-notice event

• Continue to perform headquarters busi

• Deploy sufficient staff to al

ness functions at normal location(s)
• Monitor/track major HQ activities
• Maintain alternate operating facility(ies)
in accordance with agency continuity
plans to ensure readiness for activation
at all times
• Take appropriate steps to ensure al
ternate operating facility(ies) can be
activated with 4 hours notice
• Continue to perform headquarters

COGCON 1

&

business functions at normal location(s)
as appropriate
• Monitor/track major HQ activities
• Perform day-to-day functions at alternate
facility(ies) as appropriate
• Take appropriate steps to ensure al
ternate operating facility(ies) can be
activated with no notice

National Continuity Policy Implementation Plan

ternate operating facility(ies)
to allow activation with 4
hours notice

• Deploy sufficient staff

ing to alternate operating
facility(ies) to perform essen
tial functions with no notice

• Continuity plan is fully

operational within
4 hours
• 4 hours to COGCON 1

• Agency headquarters

continuity plan activated
immediately and report
operational status
within two hours

Appendix D - Continuity of Government Readiness Conditions Matrix

C o n t i n u i t y
Communications

C a p a b i l i t y

Succession

Impact on Departments
& Agencies

• Test all internal agency communications

• No special measures to protect or
• No additional requirements
capabilities between normal operating loca
track the location of agency leader
tions (HQ and other) and alternate operating
ship and successors
facility(ies) no less than quarterly
• Ensure delegations of authority
to lead departments and agencies
• Test all communications capabilities at all al
ternate operating facility(ies) with applicable
are in place for senior personnel
interagency partners no less than quarterly
located outside of the National
Capital Region

• Conduct at least one additional internal

agency communications test between normal
operating locations (HQ and other) and alternate operating facility(ies) within 24 hours

• Conduct internal agency communications

• Track the locations of agency lead

ers and their successors on daily
basis

• Additional staff time for

communications testing and
tracking agency leadership
• Potential shorter response
times for basic staffing of
alternate facility(ies)

tests between normal operating locations
(HQ and other) and alternate operating
facility(ies) within 24 hours and repeat not
less than weekly
• Conduct communications tests at all alter
nate operating facility(ies) with applicable
interagency partners within 48 hours and
repeat not less than weekly

• Track the locations of agency lead

• Potential increased travel
ers and their successors on daily
requirements for agency
basis
leadership
• Ensure at least one headquarters• Some staff is required
level agency successor is out of the
to work from alternate
National Capital Region at all times
location(s)
• Potential shorter response
times for additional staffing
of alternate facility(ies)

• Test internal agency communications be

• Track the locations of agency lead

tween normal operating locations (HQ and
other) and alternate operating facility(ies)
daily
• Conduct communications tests at all alter
nate operating facility(ies) with applicable
interagency partners daily

ers and their successors on a daily
basis
• At least one headquarters-level
agency successor must be at alter
nate operating facility(ies)

• Some agency leaders work

from alternate facility(ies)
• Significant number of staff

are required to work from
alternate location(s)
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Selected Continuity Authorities

Appendix
Document Name Effective Description
Date
Defense Produc
tion Act

9/1950

Provides primary authority to ensure the timely availability of resources for na
tional defense and civil emergency preparedness and response.

Executive Order
12472

4/1984

Assigns national security and emergency preparedness telecommunications
functions.

Executive Order 11/1988
12656
NOTE: Upon the
development of
department and
agency MEFs and
PMEFs, which
will replace the
specific func
tions assigned to
heads of depart
ments and agen
cies in EO 12656,
it is anticipated
that a recom
mendation to
revoke EO 12656
entirely will be
sent to the Presi
dent.

Assigns responsibilities to each Federal agency for national security and emer
gency preparedness.

Federal Prepared
ness Circular 60

7/1999

Provides guidance to Federal executive branch departments and agencies for
use in developing viable and executable contingency plans for the continuity of
operations.

Federal Prepared
ness Circular 65

6/2004

Provides guidance to Federal executive branch departments and agencies for
use in developing viable and executable contingency plans for the continuity of
operations.

10/2001
Homeland
Security Presiden
tial Directive-1
(HSPD-1)

Provides for the organization and operation of the Homeland Security Council.

3/2002
Homeland
Security Presiden
tial Directive-3
(HSPD-3)

Provides for a Homeland Security Advisory System to provide a comprehensive
and effective means to disseminate information regarding the risk of terrorist
acts to Federal, State, and local authorities and to the American people.

0
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Appendix E - Select Continuity Authorities

Document Name Effective Description
Date
2/2003
Homeland
Security Presiden
tial Directive-5
(HSPD-5)

Enhances the ability of the United States to manage domestic incidents by es
tablishing a single, comprehensive national incident management system.

12/2003
Homeland
Security Presiden
tial Directive-7
(HSPD-7)

Establishes a national policy for Federal departments and agencies to identify
and prioritize United States critical infrastructure and key resources and to pro
tect them from terrorist attacks.

12/2003
Homeland
Security Presiden
tial Directive-8
(HSPD-8)

Establishes policies to strengthen the preparedness of the United States to
prevent and respond to threatened or actual domestic terrorist attacks, major
disasters, and other emergencies by requiring a national domestic all-hazards
preparedness goal, establishing mechanisms for improved delivery of Federal
preparedness assistance to State and local governments, and outlining actions to
strengthen preparedness capabilities of Federal, State, and local entities.

2/2004
Homeland
Security Presiden
tial Directive-9
(HSPD-9)

Establishes a national policy to defend the agriculture and food system against
terrorist attacks, major disasters, and other emergencies.

8/2004

Establishes a policy for a Common Identification Standard for Federal employ
ees and contractors.

Homeland Secu
rity Presidential
Directive-12
(HSPD-12)

5/2007
Homeland Secu
rity Presidential
Directive-20 /
National Security
Presidential Di
rective-51 (HSPD
20/NSPD-51)

Establishes a comprehensive national policy on the continuity of Federal Gov
ernment structures and operations and a single National Continuity Coordinator
responsible for coordinating the development and implementation of Federal
continuity policies; establishes “National Essential Functions”; prescribes con
tinuity requirements for all executive departments and agencies; and provides
guidance for State, local, territorial, and tribal governments, and private sector
organizations in order to ensure a comprehensive and integrated national con
tinuity program that will enhance the credibility of our national security posture
and enable a more rapid and effective response to and recovery from a national
emergency.

National Infra
structure Protec
tion Plan (NIPP)

2006

Provides a coordinated approach to critical infrastructure and key resources
(CI/KR) protection roles and responsibilities for Federal, State, local, tribal, and
private sector security partners. The NIPP sets national priorities, goals, and
requirements for effective distribution of funding and resources which will help
ensure that our government, economy, and public services continue in the
event of a terrorist attack or other disaster.

National Re
sponse Plan
(currently under
review)

Last
updated
5/2006

Provides the structure and mechanisms for the coordination of Federal support
to State, local, and tribal incident managers and for exercising direct Federal
authorities and responsibilities.

National Continuity Policy Implementation Plan
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Document Name Effective Description
Date
National Security
Presidential Di
rective-1 (NSPD
1)

2/2001

Provides for the organization of the National Security Council.

National Security
Strategy

3/2006

Promotes freedom, justice, and human dignity; confronts the challenges of the
threat of pandemic disease, proliferation of weapons of mass destruction, terror
ism, human trafficking, and natural disasters; and emphasizes effective multina
tional efforts to solve these problems.

National Strategy
for Homeland Se
curity (currently
under review)

7/2002

Mobilize and organizes the Nation to secure the U.S. homeland from terrorist
attacks; establishes a foundation upon which to organize efforts; and provides
initial guidance to prioritize the work ahead.

National Strategy
for Pandemic
Influenza

11/2005

Provides a framework for future U.S. Government planning efforts to address
the pandemic threat that is consistent with the National Security Strategy and
the National Strategy for Homeland Security.

National Strategy
for Pandemic
Influenza Imple
mentation Plan

5/2006

Represents a comprehensive effort by the Federal Government to identify the
critical steps that must be taken immediately and over the coming months and
years to address the threat of an influenza pandemic; assigns specific respon
sibilities to departments and agencies across the Federal Government; and
includes measures of progress and timelines for implementation to ensure the
preparedness objectives are met.

National Strategy
for the Physical
Protection of
Critical Infra
structures and
Key Assets

2/2003

Serves as a critical bridge between the National Strategy for Homeland Security
and a national protection plan to be developed by the Department of Home
land Security. The strategic objectives that underpin the national infrastructure
and key asset protection effort include:
• Identifying and assuring the protection of those infrastructure and assets
we deem most critical;
• Providing timely warning and assuring the protection of those infra
structures and assets that face a specific, imminent threat; and
• Assuring the protection of other infrastructures and assets that may
become targets over time by pursuing specific initiatives and enabling a
collaborative environment between the public and private sector.

The National
Strategy to Se
cure Cyberspace

2/2003

Engages and empowers Americans to secure the portions of cyberspace that
they own, operate, control, or with which they interact.

Presidential Suc
cession Act of
1947 (3 U.S.C.
19)

6/1948

Lays out procedures for succession to the Office of the President and Office of
the Vice President.
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Document Name Effective Description
Date
Stafford Act

1988

Establishes programs and processes for the Federal Government to provide
disaster and emergency assistance to States, local governments, tribal nations,
individuals, and qualified private nonprofit organizations.

Twenty-Fifth
Amendment

Ratified
2/1967

Clarifies a provision of the Constitution regarding succession to the Presidency,
and establishes procedures both for filling a vacancy in the Office of the Vice
President as well as responding to Presidential disabilities.
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Appendix

Continuity Requirements and Metrics

Paragraph 11 of the National Continuity Policy
(NSPD-51/HSPD-20) identifies the continuity
requirements for the Executive Office of the
President and executive branch departments
and agencies. This Implementation Plan requires department and agency heads to take
the following action:

From the list of continuity requirements (see
below), department and agency heads shall use
the key questions and metrics guidance below
to certify that their organizations have a robust
continuity capability.

Task 5. Within 30 days and annually thereafter,
submit a report to the NCC certifying that the
department or agency has a continuity capabil
ity plan that includes the items in Paragraph 11
of NSPD-51/HSPD-20.
NSPD-51/HSPD-20 Paragraph 11 – Continuity requirements for the Executive Office of the President (EOP) and
executive branch departments and agencies shall include the following:

METRICS
CONTINUITY REQUIREMENTS

KEY QUESTIONS

(Provide justification including quanti
tative and/or qualitative data to show
you have met the requirement <OR>
identify steps you will take to do so.)

1. The continuation of the perfor
mance of PMEFs during any emer
gency must be for a period up to
30 days or until normal operations
can be resumed, and the capability
to be fully operational at alternate
sites as soon as possible after the
occurrence of an emergency, but
not later than 12 hours after COOP
activation;

• Is your organization able to
perform your current PMEFs
during any emergency and for
up to 30 days or resumption of
normal operations?
• Is your organization able to be
fully operational at an alternate
site within 12 hours of COOP
activation?

• Measure ability to perform
PMEFs through test, training,
and exercise, identifying gaps
and solutions.
• Measure capability to be fully
operational at a COOP site
within 12 hours through test,
training, and exercise, identify
ing gaps and solutions.

2. Succession orders and pre-planned
devolution of authorities that
ensure the emergency delegation
of authority must be planned and
documented in advance in accor
dance with applicable law;

• Does your organization have
accessible and complete orders
of succession familiar to suc
cessors?
• Does your organization have
accessible and complete devo
lution of authorities known by
those to whom they devolve?

• Document and train on succes
sion orders
• Document and train on devolu
tion of authorities

3. Vital resources, facilities, and
records must be safeguarded, and
official access to them must be
provided;

• Are your vital resources safe
• Document measures taken to
guarded?
safeguard vital resources, facili
• Are your facilities safeguarded?
ties, and records.
• Are your records safeguarded?
• Document measures taken to
• Will your continuity staff have
ensure official access to vital re
official access to your vital
sources, facilities, and records.
resources, facilities, and records
in an emergency?
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METRICS
CONTINUITY REQUIREMENTS

(Provide justification including quanti
tative and/or qualitative data to show
you have met the requirement <OR>
identify steps you will take to do so.)

KEY QUESTIONS

4. Provision must be made for the
• Have you identified emergency
acquisition of the resources neces
continuity resources?
sary for continuity operations on an • Do you have agreements/
emergency basis;
contracts to acquire emergency
continuity resources?

• Identify your emergency conti
nuity resource requirements.
• Identify what agreements/ con
tracts you have made to meet
these requirements.
• Identify what additional agree
ments/contracts are needed.

5. Provision must be made for the
availability and redundancy of
critical communications capabilities
at alternate sites in order to sup
port connectivity between and
among key government leadership,
internal elements, other executive
departments and agencies, critical
partners, and the public;

• Do you have critical com
munications capability at your
alternate site(s)?
• Do you have redundant com
munications capability at your
alternate site(s)?

• Identify your current com
munications capability at your
alternate site.
• Identify what communications
capability is necessary
• Identify the plan to improve
communications at your alter
nate site in six months, one
year, and two years.

6. Provision must be made for recon
stitution capabilities that allow for
recovery from a catastrophic emer
gency and resumption of normal
operations; and

• What is your plan to ensuring
your reconstitution capability?

• Identify your reconstitution
capability plan.

7. Provision must be made for the
• Have you identified, trained,
identification, training, and pre
and prepared personnel to
paredness of personnel capable of
relocate to alternate sites to
relocating to alternate facilities to
continue PMEFs?
support the continuation of the per
formance of PMEFs.

Stoplight Scoring System
For each of the seven continuity requirements,
department and agency heads will self-iden
tify a simple grading system, consistent with
the President’s Management Agenda (PMA) to
show status:

• Verify that staff are identified,
trained, and prepared to relo
cate to alternate sites.

The NCC and the HSC, in coordination with
DHS, will work with departments and agencies
to further define continuity standards using a
consistent Continuity Capability Scoring System
to allow continuing assessment of improvement
in continuity capability.

• Green for success,
• Yellow for mixed results, and
• Red for unsatisfactory.
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Appendix

Responsible
Party

Implementation Plan Requirements
and Deadlines Matrix

Required Action

First Due SubseDate
quent
Due
Dateate

1. On an ongoing basis, provide continuity policy coordination among
On an ongoing
National
all departments and agencies, monitor performance, and report to the basis
Continuity
President as appropriate.
Coordinator /
2. As required, coordinate revision of the NEFs and department and
As required
APHS/CT
agency PMEFs and MEFs.

3. As required, ensure that the Homeland Security Council (HSC)
staff conducts meetings of the CPCC.

As required

4. Within 30 days, establish a Continuity Advisory Group (CAG).

Within
30 days

5. Within 30 days, establish an Interagency Board (IAB) to review PMEFs. Within
30 days
6. Within 30 days of IAB review, consider identified PMEFs for validation
and approval.

Within
30 days
of IAB
review

7. Within 90 days, coordinate with FEMA in developing a continuity as
sessment tool for the departments and agencies to measure continuity
readiness against requirements contained in NSPD-51/HSPD-20 and
report the continuity assessment results to the President.

Within
90 days

8. Within the annual budget process and on an ongoing basis, assist
OMB and departments and agencies with continuity budget devel
opment and prioritization, including long-term equipment life cycle
replacements and upgrades.

Within the annual
budget process
and on an ongoing
basis

9. On an ongoing basis, ensure coordination of continuity acquisitionfunctions with DHS and the General Services Administration (GSA).

On an ongoing
basis

10. On an ongoing basis, coordinate the integration of national continuity
test, training, and exercise programs.

On an ongoing
basis

11. Annually submit a report to the President that assesses (a) the abil
ity of executive branch departments and agencies to perform their
PMEFs, (b) the scope and effectiveness of legislative, executive, and
judicial branch coordination, and the nature and level of executive
branch support, to perform the NEFs and achieve common continu
ity goals, and (c) the scope and effectiveness of coordination among
State, local, territorial, and tribal goverments and the private sector to
perform the NEFs and achieve common continuity goals.

Secretary of
Homeland
Security



Annually

1. On an ongoing basis, serve as the President’s lead agent for coordiOn an ongoing
nating overall continuity operations and activities and domestic incibasis
dent management of executive departments and agencies, and in such
role perform the responsibilities set forth in NSPD-51/HSPD-20 and in
HSPD-5.
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Responsible
Party

Required Action

First
Due
Date

Subsequent
Due
Date

Secretary of
Homeland
Security

2. On an ongoing basis, ensure that the DHS National Operations Center On an ongoing
(NOC), National Infrastructure Coordinating Center (NICC), and FEMA basis
Operations Center (FOC) maintain 24-hour operations to ensure ap
propriate responses for continuity and incident management activities.
3. On an ongoing basis, ensure that the National Preparedness Goal, the
Target Capabilities List, and State and Local Homeland Security Grant
Programs criteria provide guidance to State, local, tribal and territorial
governments on continuity priorities and implementation guidelines.

On an ongoing
basis

4. On an ongoing basis, ensure that DHS makes available continuity
planning and exercise funding in the form of grants as provided by
law, to State, local, territorial, and tribal governments.

On an ongoing
basis

5. On an ongoing basis, ensure that the National Infrastructure Protec
tion Plan (NIPP) supports the Nation’s continuity plans and programs
and provides guidance to private sector entities and operators of Criti
cal Infrastructure and Key Resources (CI/KR) on continuity priorities
and implementation guidelines.

On an ongoing
basis

6. Not less than quarterly, conduct assessments of continuity communi
cations capabilities in consultation with an official designated by the
Chief of Staff to the President.

Not less
than
quar
terly

7. Within 60 days, establish a familiarization briefing on MEF and PMEF
identification for department and agency Continuity Coordinators (As
sistant Secretary-level).

Within 60
days

8. Within 60 days, in coordination with the Continuity PCC, issue a Fed
eral Continuity Directive on Continuity Requirements, to include the
formalized process for departments and agencies to identify MEFs,
and revise through annual, or as needed, Directives thereafter.

Within 60
days

9. Within 60 days, in coordination with the Continuity PCC, issue a Fed
eral Continuity Directive on the formalized process for department
and agency submission of potential PMEFs that are consistent and
supportive of the NEFs.
• Include a standardized checklist to allow departments and agencies to assess their PMEFs through a risk management process;
• Include guidance on how the PMEFs link to/support NEF(s); and
• Include guidance on impact statements if a specific PMEF is not
conducted.

Within 60
days

10. Within 30 days after submission of department and agency MEFs and
potential PMEFs, compile submissions and provide them to the NCC
for IAB review and validation.

Within 30
days of
submis
sion

11. Within one year and annually thereafter, update training courses for
department and agency continuity planners on the identification and
development of PMEFs and MEFs, in addition to maintaining ongoing
continuity training courses.

Within 1
year

Annual
ly or as
needed

Annu
ally
thereaf
ter
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Responsible
Party

Required Action

First Due SubseDate
quent
Due
Date

Secretary of
Homeland
Security

12. Within 30 days after receipt of technical requirements from the Of
fice of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP), as Executive Agent of
the National Communications System (NCS), provide the Director of
OSTP and DOD with an implementation plan for a comprehensive
Continuity Communications Architecture (CCA), which shall include
the minimum requirements necessary to finalize selection of a secure
communications system by DOD.

Within 30
days after
receipt of
technical
require
ments

13. Within 90 days after receipt of technical requirements from OSTP,
through the NCS, develop, implement, and begin maintenance of a
comprehensive CCA.

Within 90
days after
receipt of
technical
require
ments

14. On an annual basis, develop, lead, and conduct an integrated (COOP
and COG) continuity training exercise, incorporated into the National
Exercise Program, and report the results to the NCC.

On an annual basis

15. On an as needed basis, revise and promulgate integrated continuity
planning guidance to non-Federal Governments and others as ap
propriate.

On an as needed
basis

16. On an as needed basis, provide critical infrastructure assistance and
support in accordance with HSPD-7 and the National Strategy for the
Physical Protection of Critical Infrastructures and Key Assets.

On an as needed
basis

17. On an as needed basis, provide cybersecurity assistance and sup
port in accordance with HSPD-7 and the National Strategy to Secure
Cyberspace.

On an as needed
basis

18. Develop regional and state level Continuity Working Groups to, at
a minimum, conduct annual continuity conferences to address joint
Federal and non-Federal Government continuity planning and other
elements of a viable continuity program.

As required and
annually

1. On an ongoing basis, ensure performance of department or agency
Primary Mission Essential Functions.

On an ongoing
basis

2. On an ongoing basis, incorporate continuity requirements into daily
department and agency operations.

On an ongoing
basis

3. On an ongoing basis, ensure the department or agency has continuity
plans for dealing with a national or localized emergency situation and
ensuring the continued performance of all PMEFs in support of the
NEFs, as well as continued performance of MEFs and other essential
functions.

On an ongoing
basis

4. Within 30 days, appoint a senior accountable official, at the Assistant
Secretary or equivalent level, as the Continuity Coordinator for the
department or agency.

Within 30
days

Maintain
role

5. Within 30 days and annually thereafter, submit a report to the NCC
certifying that the department or agency has a continuity capability
plan that includes the items in Paragraph 11 of NSPD-51/HSPD-20 (see
Box 12).

Within 30
days

Annu
ally
thereaf
ter

6. On an ongoing basis, consistent with sections 11(e) and 19(c) of
NSPD-51/HSPD-20, plan, program, and budget for secure
continuity communications capabilities.

On an ongoing
basis

Executive
Branch D/A
Heads
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Appendix G - Implementation Plan Requirements and Deadlines Matrix

Responsible
Party

Required Action

First Due SubseDate
quent
Due
Date

Executive
Branch D/A
Heads

7. Within 90 days after DHS’ guidance, review and revise MEFs and
identify and submit potential PMEFs to the IAB.

Within
90 days
of DHS’
guidance

8. Within 30 days after validation of department and agency PMEFs and
annually thereafter, ensure key leaders and support staff are provided
familiarization training of department or agency PMEFs and MEFs.

Within 30
days of
validation

Annu
ally
thereaf
ter

9. Within 180 days after validation of department and agency PMEFs,
ensure PMEF and MEF interdependencies are coordinated internally,
at the interagency level, and with private sector partners.

Within
180 days
of valida
tion

On an
ongo
ing
basis

10. On an ongoing basis, participate in DHS’s National Exercise
Program.

On an ongoing
basis

11. On an ongoing basis, incorporate OMB Circular A-11 guidance, or
other OMB guidance on continuity as provided, when developing
continuity budgets.

On an ongoing
basis

12. As required, submit Continuity Readiness Reports, and other reports as As required,
requested, through the Readiness Reporting System.
monthly, quarterly,
and upon COOP
activation

Director of
OMB

Director of
OSTP

1. As necessary, in coordination with the NCC, issue continuity planning
guidance for the development of continuity budget requests.

As
neces
sary

2. Annually conduct an assessment of executive department and agency
continuity funding requests and performance data that are submitted
by executive branch departments and agencies as part of the annual
budget request process in order to monitor progress in the execution
of this Plan and continuity budgets.

Annu
ally

3. Annually reconcile department and agency continuity funding re
quests and performance data with Continuity Readiness Reporting and
annual continuity assessments compiled by FEMA.

Annu
ally

1. Annually review and revise as required, minimum requirements for
continuity communications for executive branch departments and
agencies, in consultation with the APHS/CT, the APNSA, the Director
of OMB, and the Chief of Staff to the President (as well as the Secre
taries of Defense and Homeland Security).

Annu
ally
review
and
revise
as
re
quired

2. Within 60 days, establish and chair a Continuity Communications
Architecture Board (CCAB).

Within 60
days

3. Within 30 days after validation of PMEFs, distribute requirements for,
and update as needed, a comprehensive Continuity Communications
Architecture (CCA) in consultation with the APMS/CT, the APNSA, the
Director of OMB, and the Chief of Staff to the President (as well as
the Secretaries of Defense and Homeland Security).

Within 30
days after
validation
of PMEFs
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Responsible
Party

Required Action

First
Due
Date

Director of
OSTP

4. On an ongoing basis, monitor the development, implementation, and
maintenance of a CCA to integrate continuity components, in consul
tation with the APHS/CT, the APNSA, the Director of OMB, and the
Chief of Staff to the President (as well as the Secretaries of Defense
and Homeland Security).

On an ongoing
basis

Quar
terly
and an
nually

5. Quarterly and annually, review assessments of continuity communica
tions capabilities and report the results and recommended remedial
actions to the NCC.
1. On an ongoing basis, advise the President, Chief of Staff to the Presi
An official
dent, the APHS/CT, and the APNSA on COGCON operational execu
designated
tion options.
by the Chief
2. On an ongoing basis, ensure that the executive branch’s COOP and
of Staff to
COG policies, in support of ECG efforts, are appropriately coordinat
the President
ed with those of the legislative and judicial branches in order to en

Subse
quent
Due
Date

On an ongoing
basis
On an ongoing
basis

sure interoperability and allocate national assets efficiently to maintain
a functioning Federal Government.
3. On an ongoing basis, consult with the Secretary of Homeland Security On an ongoing
in order to ensure synchronization and integration of continuity activi basis
ties among the four categories of executive departments and agencies.

Secretary of
Defense

Within 60 days of
1. Within 60 days after the publication by DHS of the Continuity Com
the CCA implemen
munications Architecture implementation plan, identify the secure,
tation plan
integrated Continuity of Government communications for use by the
President, the Vice President, and, at a minimum, Category I executive
departments and agencies.
2. Upon identification and implementation, continuously maintain the
secure, integrated, Continuity of Government communications for the
President, the Vice President, and, at a minimum, Category I executive
branch departments and agencies.

Contin
Upon
identifica uously
tion and
imple
mentation

3. Not less than quarterly, assist the Secretary of Homeland Security, and
an official designated by the Chief of Staff to the President, with as
sessments of continuity communications capabilities.

Not less than quar
terly

4. On an ongoing basis, assist DHS in conducting continuity training and On an ongoing
basis
exercises and in providing assistance during emergencies and disas
ters.

Director of
National
Intelligence

Secretary of
Homeland
Security

1. Every two years, produce an assessment for the NCC of the foreign
and domestic threats to the Nation’s Continuity of Government.
2. On an ongoing basis, in coordination with the Secretary of Homeland
Security and the Secretary of Defense, provide geospatial products to
support continuity planning, training, and exercise activities.

On an ongoing
basis

3. During emergencies and disasters, provide geospatial continuity oper
ational support to DHS to assist in response and recovery operations.

During emergencies
and disasters

1. Within 90 days, coordinate with the APHS/CT in developing a con
tinuity assessment tool for the departments and agencies to measure
continuity readiness against requirements contained in NSPD-51/
HSPD-20.

Within 90
days

2. Quarterly, ensure FEMA’s Continuity Coordinator chairs meetings of
the CAG and reports to the Continuity PCC.

0

Every
two
years
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Quar
terly

Appendix G - Implementation Plan Requirements and Deadlines Matrix

Responsible
Party

Required Action

Secretary of
Homeland
Security

3. Every two years, conduct department and agency assessments of con
tinuity capabilities and report the results to the NCC.

Director of
OPM

First Due Subse
Date
quent
Due
Date
Every
two
years

4. On an ongoing basis, operate and maintain the Readiness Reporting
System.

On an ongoing
basis

5. On an as needed basis in coordination with the CAG and in consul
tation with the CPCC, develop and promulgate Federal Continuity
Directives that establish continuity planning requirements, continuity
plan templates, TT&E programs, and assessment criteria.

On an as needed
basis

6. On an ongoing basis, ensure that the FEMA Operations Center (FOC)
maintains 24-hour operations to ensure appropriate procedures for
emergency operations.

On an ongoing
basis

1. Within 120 days, develop and promulgate personnel guidance to sup
port Federal executive branch continuity plans and programs.

Within
120 days

2. Within 120 days, establish telework guidance to support department
and agency continuity programs.

Within
120 days

3. Within 120 days, in coordination with the Secretary of Homeland
Security, provide guidance and coordinate with the Federal Executive
Boards (FEB) to assist in facilitating planning meetings and exercises
to develop effective continuity programs.

Within
120 days

4. On an ongoing basis, assist DHS in conducting continuity training,
exercises, assessments, and other preparedness activities.

On an ongoing
basis

5. Within 120 days, submit a report to the NCC on the possibility of
creating an occupational specialty for continuity and an associated
training program, and, if approved, work with FEMA to include the
information in a Federal Continuity Directive.

Within
120 days

Administra- 1. On an ongoing basis, coordinate the provision of executive branch
facilities to support continuity operations and maintain the database
tor of the
for all department and agency alternate facilities.
General
2. On an ongoing basis, facilitate a coordinated and seamless executive
Services Adbranch continuity infrastructure and provide and maintain a central
ministration
ized procurement system for all department and agency continuity

On an ongoing
basis
On an ongoing
basis

infrastructure requirements.

Chairman
of the Small
Agency
Council

3. On an ongoing basis, assist the Secretary of Homeland Security in
conducting continuity tests, training, exercises, assessments, and other
preparedness activities.

On an ongoing
basis

4. During and in the aftermath of emergencies and disasters, assist the
Secretary of Homeland Security and affected departments and agen
cies in their recovery and reconstitution.

During and in
the aftermath of
emergencies and
disasters

1. On an ongoing basis, in coordination with the Secretary of Homeland
Security, provide a forum for development and integration of continu
ity policies and programs among the Federal Government organiza
tions represented on the Council.

On an ongoing
basis

1. On an ongoing basis, provide assistance where practicable in coordi
Federal
nating continuity activities for FEA members.
Executive
Associations

On an ongoing
basis
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H

MEF/PMEF Indentification Timeline

60
Days

National Continuity Policy Implementation Plan Issued

30
Days



30
Days

150
Days

DHS leads
briefing on
MEFs/PMEFs
90
Days and issues FCD Days
on continuity
requirements
and MEF/PMEF
identification
process

New
entities
created 30
CAG
IAB

D/As
submit
30
MEFs
Days
and
potential
PMEFs
to DHS

450
Days

National Continuity Policy Implementation Plan

180
Days

DHS
submits
compiled 60
Days
MEFs
and
potential
PMEFs to
IAB

Appendix

240
Days

270
Days

NCC
IAB
30
30
submits Days approves Days
PMEFs.
MEFs
and
validated
180
Days
PMEFs
to NCC
for
approval.

D/As
ensure
key
leaders
are
trained
on
MEFs
and
PMEFs.

D/As ensure PMEF and
MEF interdependencies are
coordinated internally, at
the interagency level, and
with the private sector
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